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, Final Report for Independent Review of the United Nations Office for Project Services

1.0 Introduction

This document presents the Draft Final Report of the Independent Review of the
United Nations Office for Project Services.

1.1 Outline of the Report

This report contains the following sections:

¯ Section 1 consists of this brief introduction including a summary restatement of

the background, purpose, objectives and focus of the review;
¯ Section 2 presents the methodology and the lines of inquiry that guided the

review;
¯ Section 3 gives an overview of the recent history and the current state of affairs

including an outline of recent reviews and evaluations of UNOPS, their outcome

and conclusions;

¯ Section 4 covers the current UNOPS business model and discusses examples form
similar organizations;

¯ Section 5 describes the assessment of the markets for UNOPS services;
¯ Section 6 includes organizational issues, HRM development, financial systems

and practices, procurement and governance. In addition, this section of the report

provides an assessment of the viability and sustainability of UNOPS on the basis
of simulations of potential outcomes for UNOPS under various assumptions; and,

¯ Section 7 presents a framework for moving forward.

1.2 Background

The United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS) was created in 1994 as 
separate and self-financing entity of the United Nations system offering a broad range

of services to the organizations of the United Nations system.

At its annual session 2002, the Executive Board of the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) and the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) expressed
concern that UNOPS administrative expenditures had not been aligned with its
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income during the last two years. As a result, the Executive Board determined that an
independent operational review of the business model of UNOPS should be

undertaken and drew up Terms of Reference for the review. The review was to
include the cost effectiveness of the business model, the potential market for

expansion of business opportunities for UNOPS within the United Nations system and
the establishment of a framework for a sustainable UNOPS.

~fhis review comes at a time when the organization is yet to stabilize after severe
budgetary and staff reductions. The organization is currently in transition toward a

new operational regime.

1.3 Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of the review was to formulate a forward-looking strategy for the long-
term growth and sustainability of UNOPS to enable it to evolve within the changing
market of the United Nations system. The review is intended to produce a series of
recommendations and action-oriented proposals for:

Aligning cost and revenue structures;
¯ Identifying areas of business expansion with cost-effective operating margins;

and,
¯ Implementing the necessary organizational and financial structures.

The Independent Review incorporated an assessment of the following:

.

.

*

UNOPS Service Offerings: Reviewing the range and level of services offered
by UNOPS to various client groups to assess the performance of UNOPS vis-A-
vis currently accepted practice in international public procurement and project
management;

Potential Market for UNOPS Services: Assessing comparative advantages of

each of these services, identifying the potential market for UNOPS services and

the potential for expansion of the market for the services;

Cost Effectiveness and Value Added of UNOPS to clients: Reviewing issues of
cost-effectiveness, provision of value to the marketplace, income-projection
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methodology and application, openness in tendering procedures, transparency
and accountability;

o Competitiveness of UNOPS: Assessing the competition for providing the

services including other providers of similar services both ,within and outside the
United Nations system;

.
UNOPS Business Model and Financial Management: Analyzing the revenue
and cost structures of UNOPS, its operating margins on products and services
and its business processes and management tools including income projections,

competitiveness, cost-effectiveness and self-financing;

.
Business Acquisition and Market Development: Examining and discussing
with UNOPS managers and personnel, potential long and short term activities
related to the methods of managing and promoting of services; and,

.
Enhance UNOPS Business Model and Management Framework: Preparing
action oriented recommendations and proposals for enhancements to the UNOPS

business model including an adaptable cost structure and efficient business
processes, areas of potential business growth and tools required for change-

management from a financial, human and management perspective.

1.4 Review Focus

During the early part of the review process, the Independent Review team, in

consultation with senior UNOPS managers, major clients and other stakeholders,
determined that that this review should be:

Strategic, in that it should concentrate on the main issues facing UNOPS related
to market potential, competitiveness, and its business model, and repeating the
approach taken in some of the earlier reviews;

Outward Looking in the sense that it should examine UNOPS, its organization,

structure and governance as part of the UN organization rather than focusing
solely on internal issues without regard to the changing context within which
UNOPS operates; and,
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Forward Looking so as to provide a way forward rather than a ’post mortem’ of

historical issues, and their cause and effect and thus addressing past situations

which have now been overtaken by events.
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2.0 Methodology

The main issue areas and lines of inquiry for the review were the following:

Market Assessment

¯ Competitive Environment,

¯ Competitiveness of UNOPS,

¯ Qualitative Market Analysis,

Business Model Assessment

¯ Existing and Alternative Models,

¯ Financial Structures and Management,

Organizational Assessment

¯ UNOPS Organization Structure,

¯ Human Resource Management,

¯ Governance,

Procurement

¯ Procurement practices, and

¯ Oversight.

These were described in more detail, in a Methodology Report presented to UNOPS,
the Management Coordination Committee and the Executive Board of UNDP in May
2003. The methodologies used to address these issues are summarized below.

2.1 Document Review

During the course of the review, the consultants had access to a large body of

documentation, including reports and studies generated by the UN as well as outside
consultants such as KPMG, Downey, etc. and memoranda and minutes of meetings
produced by UNOPS and other UN staff members. In addition, searches were

conducted to make available to the team members reports and information, available
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through the Interact, on such issues as current trends in ODA; state-of-the-art thinking

with respect to business models; and the application of the above to UNOPS.

A listing of the major documents consulted during the review is included in Appendix

2.2 Interviews

Because of the nature of the review, the team members consulted as to allow a deeper
understanding of UNOPS operations and UNOPS relationships with its existing and

potential clients within the UN system. The following groups were among those

consulted extensively in the course of the work:

Managers - Headquarters and Decentralized Offices;
¯ Staff - Headquarters and Decentralized Offices;
¯ Clients and potential clients;

¯ Managers and personnel in other agencies directly or indirectly comparable to

UNOPS;
¯ UNOPS Business Advisory Council Members;

¯ UNOPS MCC; and,
¯ Member States.

During the consultations, the team members used pre-designed interview guides to
ensure a standardized approach to the study by all of the team members. These are
available in Appendix "B". A list of persons interviewed either in person or by

telephone, during the course of the review, is included in Appendix "C".

2.3 Survey

Two surveys were conducted in the course of the review. The instruments used for
these surveys are included as Appendix "D".

Portfolio and Project Managers were surveyed anonymously to attempt to gain a
deeper understanding of organizational efficiency and the dynamics of project
management and time utilization.
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Clients and potential clients were surveyed in order to assess longer-term business
potential, attitudes toward UNOPS and levels of client satisfaction.

2.4 Alternative Models

The members of the consulting team have had a range of experience with corporate,
government and pax’a-government entities which can be compared to UNOPS with

respect to "revenue dependency’ and/or "cost recovery". Among these are:

,i

¯ Consulting and Auditing Canada, a para-government consultancy which operates
on a cost recovery basis;

¯ Engineering and architectural consulting firms which operate on a full revenue

dependency basis and may use "percentage of cost" fee structures in some

instances; and,
¯ Common Service and Special Operating Agencies (UK, Canada and elsewhere),

which have a variety of business purposes and models. Most of these are "not-

for-profit" operations using cost recovery and revenue dependency as a means of

self funding.

The team members also consulted with a select number of organizations with respect
to specific aspects of their business models.

2.5 Analysis and Modeling

In order to explore the sensitivity of the various assumptions and issues related to the
viability and sustainability of UNOPS operations and to address "what if" type
questions related to future potential, the team developed a financial model to study
and analyze UNOPS’ revenue and cost structures according to different scenarios.

The scenarios, assumptions and a description of the results of the various alternatives
are described in Section 5 of the report.
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3.0 Overview of UNOPS

3.1 UNOPS Mandate

In 1973 an organizational entity was established as a "defined project execution arm
of UNDP responsible for the execution of multi-sectoral projects that cut across the
technical and thematic mandates of the various agencies." Known as the Project

Execution Division, the division was responsible for projects which required general

management capacities rather than expert sectoral guidance and which did not fall
within the aegis of other UN agencies. The division was renamed The Office for
Project Execution (OPE) in 1975, and renamed The Office for Project Services (OPS)

in 1988.

The growth in OPS, which was by then providing delivery services for some US$200
million in projects for UNDP, the International Fund for Agricultural Development
(IFAD), the World Bank and other donors, lead to a decision in 1994 by the 
General Assembly to create:

"’A separate and identifiable entity in a form that does not create a new
agency and in partnership with UNDP and other operational entities...
and which will continue to work through the UNDP field network"
(Decision 94/12).

The above decision also restricted UNOPS from doing any fund raising on its own.

The UN Office for Project Services (UNOPS) came into being as of 1 January 1995.
The governance structure specified that an Executive Director would head UNOPS.
The Executive Director reports through a Management Coordination Committee
(MCC) to both the UN Secretary-General as well as to the UNDP Executive Board.

The MCC was intended to provide the Secretary-General with an oversight capacity.

A Users Advisory Committee was also created to establish institutional links between

UNOPS and its clients and in order to:

"’Provide feedback to OPS on the effectiveness of its operations as
perceived by the major users within the UN system. ""
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At the time of the creation of UNOPS, the enabling decisions specified that UNDP

should continue to provide central administrative services and that UNOPS should
continue to work through the UNDP Country Offices. In March 1997, a Memorandum

of Understanding (MOU) was executed between UNDP and UNOPS. The MOU
specified services to be provided by the two parties as well as intended areas of

cooperation between the two organizations.

In broad terms, the UNOPS mandate is to support UN programmes by providing

UNDP and other UN agencies with services for the implementation of projects and
programmes funded by these UN agencies.

3.2 Recent Reviews of UNOPS

There have been a number of previous reviews of UNOPS conducted from a number
of viewpoints, by a number of organizations. Several of these reviews contained
significant findings and recommendations. These reviews included:

¯ UNDP Evaluation Office: Evaluation of the Relationship between UNDP and

UNOPS, December 1999;
¯ The Operating Chief’s Retreat--June 2000;
¯ OIOS Management Review--September 2001; and
¯ SMF-Staff Consultations Report--December 2002.

Appendix E includes a brief summary of these reviews. Exhibits 1 and 2 below
summarize the key findings and recommendations of these reviews. As may be seen,
the findings and recommendations of these studies were very similar. As well, each
~tudy noted the immediate need for action. Unforttmately, most of the findings

contained in the reports were merely repeated annually and little or no action has been
taken on the recommendations. The failure to create a change management team, a
change management plan, and to assign responsibility, authority, and resources to
address many of these issues greatly contributed to the financial crisis of 2000, 2001.

The UNOPS financial crisis resulting in excess expenditure over income took place
primarily in 2000 and 2001 due to uncontrolled growth in administrative budget
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expenditure that was not supported by a corresponding increase in delivery and, by
extension, income.

Exhibit 1

Previous Review Findings
Dec. 1999 June 2000 Sept. 2001 Dec. 200~

1. Destructive Relations, Overlap/Duplication With UNDP T T T

2. Poor Financial Reporting Client Dissatisfaction T T T

3. DEX/NEX Trend and Effect On Project Complexity T

4. Arbitrary Fee Setting Methods T T

5. Arbitrary Recruiting & Promotion Methods T T

6. Degtnletive Internal Competition T T T

7. Lack of Governance T T

8. Too Much Overhead T

9. No Performance Measurement T

Exhibit 2
Previous Review Recommendations

Dec. 1999 June2000 Sept. 2001 Dec. 2

1. Clarify Roles, Functions of UNDP and UNOPS T T T T

2. Review Governance T T T

3. Reassess Self Financing T T

4. Repair/Replace Financial Reporting System T T T T

5. Develop a Proper Fee Setting System T T T T

6. Repair/Replace Various Operating Systems T T

7. Reduce Overhead Waste T T

8. Introduce Performance Measurement System T
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Overview and Current Status of UNOPS

Upon becoming a separate, independent, self-financing agency in 1995 UNOPS

retained most of the project workload and revenues from its work for UNDP.
Initially, UNOPS revenue levels permitted a considerable operational reserve fund to

be built up.

At that time however, ODA was changing rapidly, for example, UNDP core funding

was being reduced and the agency was going through a process of rationalization.
Donors were demanding more efficiency of delivery. As a result, there was, and

continues to be, considerable pressure on UNDP budgetary resources.

1998 to 2001

By 1999, as the review of the UNDP/UNOPS relationship indicates, budgetary cuts at
UNDP had reduced the capacity of the agency to undertake programme delivery and

to fund country office staff. These reductions had resulted in an effort by UNDP to
choose execution modalities that ensured more extra-budgetary resources. UNOPS
continued to implement projects for UNDP but the nature of these projects was

changing. In the interest of keeping a larger portion of project administrative costs
within UNDP, the agency began executing increased numbers of lower complexity

projects internally, leaving the more difficult and complex and, therefore, the lower
net revenue margin projects for UNOPS.

During this period, UNOPS senior management did not appear to recognize the
danger of the potential drop in revenues and increased trend toward labor intensive,

and lower net revenue earning projects. UNOPS grew in a number of areas that did
not directly contribute to project efficiency and client service.

To further compound the situation, some UNOPS managers began to behave as if they
had a ’product mandate.’ Publicity materials were developed that failed to recognize
that they are providers of project management services to UN agencies responsible for
the fundraising and project execution, not the agency with fundraising and execution
responsibilities. This situation has improved, but there are still perceptions by some
clients that UNOPS promotes itself excessively, without giving proper credit to the
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UN agencies, which were responsible for the funding, design and execution of

projects.

By the end of 2001, the reserves, built up in earlier years, which should have served
as a "revolving fund" to allow UNOPS to promote its services and to reinvest in

systems and training to make itself the ’implementing agency of choice," had largely
been depleted. Although in 1998/1999 the reserve was replenished by $14 million, a

drawdown of $14 million to fund the move to the Chrysler Building, plus a further
drawdown of$11 million in 2000/2001 to cover the 2000/2001 operating, contributed

to a drop in UNOPS’ December 31, 2001 reserve balance to $5 million. Therefore,

any capacity to weather any further downturn in business, thrt~ugh a draw on the
reserve revolving fund, was largely eliminated.

Events and Circumstances in 2002

Following two consecutive years during which UNOPS’ income did not cover its
recurring adrninislrative expenditure for the year, UNOPS faced a budget crisis. In the
beginning of 2002, expenditure and income forecasts projected another US$10

million deficit for 2002.

The seriousness of the financial difficulties caused UNOPS to implement drastic cost-

cutting measures in administrative expenditures of $9.3 million. The measures

included a 23% reduction in personnel costs, through the abolition of posts, reduction
of consultants and temporary assistance costs, a freeze in the recruitment of staff, the
reclassification of post levels, a reduction in overtime payments, cutbacks on
information technology investments and promotion activities, and the deferral of

various activities and expenses, such as travel not related directly to delivery, and
training activities.

Priority was given to ensuring better financial performance by focusing on financial
monitoring. A new, more detailed, planning methodology was developed, involving
more realistic delivery, income and expenditure forecasting.

In 2002, UNOPS ended the year within the approved 2002 administrative budget of

$43.5 million. Total income amounted to $43.7 million allowing UNOPS to generate
a small excess of income over administrative expenditures of $200,000. However,
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additional reserve transactions related to staff separation and an allowance for

doubtful accounts further depleted the reserve to $4.2 million.

The Context for 2003

The scope and nature of the budget reduction exercise in 2002, and the staff reduction
exercise, together with an atmosphere of uncertainty regarding UNOPS’ future, has

placed significant stress on the staff. Morale is low and mutual staff-management
mistrust is widespread.

With the greatly diminished operating reserve and the forecast requirement to reduce
it further, UNOPS has lost much of its capacity for enhancing its project delivery
capabilities, something that is increasingly demanded by clients. Furthermore, the

capacity to promote UNOPS and to reinvest in systems has almost totally been
eliminated.

UNOPS Plans for 2003

At the time of the review in June, the 2003 Business Plan dated May 2003 was still
being finalized. The draft plan spccifics that forecasting delivery volumes, income
and project acquisition may be difficult beyond a one year planning horizon.

For 2003, both income and administrative expenditures are forecasted as $44.5
million. However, in addition to the $44.5 million in administrative expenditures, a
further $1 million in reserve transactions (separation costs and part of the ERP

investment cost) is also anticipated. Thus as of December 31, 2003, the reserve

balance is forecasted at $3.2 million.

The draft 2003 Business Plans specifies three priorities for 2003: continued
consolidation of short-term fiscal management; continued fiscal discipline; and,
rebuilding sustainability.

The plan also emphasizes that the new Executive Director will lead the next level of

improvements in UNOPS structure, operations and business model.
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4.0 Business Model

This section of the report includes the following:

¯ An introduction to the concept of a business model;

¯ An overview of the spectrum of business models in a private and public sector

context;
¯ A summary of findings related to a review of"UNOPS-like" organizations; and,
¯ An overview of the UNOPS business model.

4.1 Business Model Defined

Basically, a business model is the method of doing business by which an enterprise
sustains itself. The model spells out how the organization earns revenue within its
environment. However, the concept of a business model goes well beyond the

concept of revenue. A more comprehensive definition is given by research fellows
Jane Linder and Susan Cantrell’:

"A real business model is the organization "s core logic for creating value,
more specifically, it is:

The set of value propositions an organization offers to its stakeholders;
Along with the operating processes to deliver these, arranged as a
coherent system, that both relies on and builds assets, capabilities and
relationships in order to create value. ’"

In other words, the business model describes: what we do; how we do it; business
constraints; who are our clients; why our clients need our services; how we sell our

services; and how we earn our revenues. However, it is not enough to simply
document the business model on paper. The Accenture Institute for Strategic Change,
referred to above, notes that in order to be effective, a business model has several
implications for management. Management must:

1 "Outlook, Point of View", 2001, Accenture Institute for Strategic Change.
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¯ Clarify the business model so that it is understood and accepted by all staff and

the focus of the organization is unambiguous;
¯ Make change part of the business architecture and thus make the organization less

vulnerable to extemal pressures; and,
¯ Establish a ’lean, agile’ framework for competition so that the business may adapt

to changes in the business environment.

In the case of UNOPS, the implications for management of a viable UNOPS business

could be expanded to include:

¯ The definition of the value added of UNOPS services;
¯ The need to define more realistic and achievable revenue and expenditure and

possibly growth targets; and,
¯ The need to ensure an adequate annual surplus and operating reserve to finance

capital expenditures, promotion, training, systems development, etc.

Spectrum of Business Model Alternatives

There are many different business models that can be successfully established to
deliver services, whether in the private, public, domestic, international, and profit or

not-for profit realms. The choice of an entity’s model will depend primarily on the
extent to which it is desirable to have government or UN ownership of the entity
delivering the services, the source of funding of the entity, and the desired
management and accountability regime. Exhibit 3 briefly summarizes the difference

between the two ends of the spectrum, a government department and a private
corporation, as well as examples of hypothetical models in between these two

extremes.
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Exhibit 3

Spectrum of Business Models--Comparison of Three Key Criteria
Criteria

1. Extent of Government
Ownership
2. Source of Funding

3. Management
Accountability Regime

Business Model
Private Corporation Public organizations e.g. #1 Public organiTation e.g. #2 Government (or UN) Department

¯ None ¯ Partially owned by the government ¯ Entirely owned by government ¯ Entirely owned by the
or a government entivy entity government or UN

¯ Operations (i.e. revenue ¯ Operations (i.e. some revenue ¯ Operations (i.e. some revenue ¯ Appropriations
dependent) dependence) dependence)

¯ Equity or debt financing ¯ Government-backed or funded ¯ Some appropriations
¯ Possibly government grants or debt financing

loans
¯ Own management regime ¯ Own management regime ¯ Own management regime ¯ Government management
¯ Management actions are limited ¯ Subject to selected policies and ¯ Subject to policies and regulations regime

by articles of incorporation and regulations of the government of the government ¯ Subject to policies and
laws of jurisdiction ¯ Management is accountable to an ¯ Management is accountable to an regulations of the government

¯ Management is accountable to elected senior politician elected senior politician ¯ Management is accountable to
the shareholders (Minister/Secretary) (Minister/Secretary) the Minister an elected senior politician

and P arliament/Congress/Genera’~ (Minister/Secretary) the
Assembly Minister and Parliament/

Congress/General Assembly
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Many different types of business models are workable, if the design of the model and
the context for the organization are internally consistent. For example, with the

private sector model, the organization is 100% revenue dependent, but given that
requirement, the private corporation has free rein to:

¯ Develop, define and offer services or goods;
ttire executives and laaanagers;

¯ Identify, develop and market to potential clients;
¯ Develop strategies, plan, policies, processes and systems to "make it work"; and,
¯ Plan and control costs.

With respect to funding, the private sector organization, on the basis of the strength of

its management capacity, strategies, plans and assets, has the freedom to apply for and
negotiate with private financing institutions to meet required short, medium or long
term financing requirements.

At the other end of the spectrum, a government or UN department is totally dependent
on it’s funding from government or UN appropriations. The "price" of that

dependency means that the organization is subject to prescribed mandates, products,
clients, activities, policies, systems, hiring practices, etc.

In between the private sector and the government department model there are many
workable models, as illustrated in the following section where we provide a summary

review of the business models of three non-private sector organizations that offer

similar services to UNOPS.

4.3 Models Used By Other Agencies

As part of this study, the consultants were asked to briefly review the business models

used by other providers of similar services to those offered by UNOPS. There are
many such providers of public sector and government consultancy services including
all of the major consultancy firms. Three were selected for examination, Germany’s
Deutsche Gesellschaft flit Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), Crown Agents 

Great Britain, and Consulting and Audit Canada (CAC).
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Gesellschaft fiir Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ)

GTZ is a government-owned corporation for international cooperation with

worldwide operations. The firm carries out a large number of projects, primarily in

developing countries and paid for by the German Federal Government.

GTZ’s aim is to improve the living conditions and perspectives of people in

developing and transition countries.

There are about 1,000 people at the GTZ headquarters near Frankfurt. The firm is

organized along geographic lines with four regional departments, one for each Sub-

Saharan Africa, Asia, Latin America and Mediterranean, Europe, Central Asian

Countries. Sectoral expertise is contained within a Planning and Development

department. Teams of professionals at headquarters provide backstopping and

technical expertise as required for locally managed projects. GTZ claims an extensive

knowledge network through international institutions.

The governance structure provides for the corporation to report to the Ministry for

Economic Cooperation and Development, the Foreign Office, the Ministry of Finance

and the Ministry for Economics through GTZ’s Supervisory Board chaired by a
Secretary of State.

GTZ Intemational Services provides services in many areas including: governance;

economic reform and development; education; infrastructure; conflict and crisis; rural

development; health; environment and resources; and procurement. Services offered

in each of the above areas include: consulting; project implementation; project and

financial management; programme and fund management; organization of

international conferences, and recruitment of personnel.

According to the GTZ annual report, international services income amounts to about

12 percent oft_he value of projects undertaken. GTZ does not publish complete

financial statements. In 2002 GTZ had turnover of 875 million euros, undertook
2,754 discrete projects with 10,600 staff, 8,300 of which were national staff. Net

income can only be estimated at about 2% of turnover. Surpluses not required for

reserves can be reinvested by GTZ in its own development projects.
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Their annual reports indicate that the agency plans and budgets on the basis of

turnover much as UNOPS does.

4.3.2

GTZ would not discuss their fee structures. Unless asked in the context of specific
proposal, they indicated that their consultancy rates would be in line with those
charged by other EU firms in the international marketplace.

Crown Agents

Crown Agents is an international development company offering capacity-building

and institutional development services in public sector transformation, particularly in
revenue enhancement and expenditure management, banking, public finance, training

and procurement.

Until recently, Crown Agents was a British public corporation. It was transferred to
the private sector as a limited company owned by a new entity, The Crown Agents
Foundation. The Fotmdation consists of companies, non-governmental organizations

and international bodies.

Most of Crown Agents’ project work is funded by international development

agencies. Some projects are undertaken directly by clients on a competitive basis.
Crown Agents carries out project work in more than 100 countries, as well as for
international development agencies and institutions. Projects are often undertaken in

joint venture or partnership with other organizations, and with local finns in client
countries.

The company claims many skills including managing projects requiring the
coordination of several different types of input: equipment, commodities, technical
skills, staff training, financial administration and information technology.

In carrying out projects, Crown Agents may use internal expertise but most frequently

draws in resources from other international companies, organizations and individuals
or from the various countries where projects are located. Expertise is sub-contracted
to supplement input in areas of activity needing particular expertise.
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Crown Agents sometimes sets up companies and associations within client countries
using local partners. In the USA, Crown Agents has set up a consultancy firm in
Washington, DC called Crown Agents Consultancy Inc. The firm is a member of the

Deloitte, Touche, Tohmatso consortium that has won the right to do work for the U.S.

Agency for International Development (USAID) in countries of the former Soviet
Union. The Washington partnership is also bidding for USAID work in the Southern
Africa Region and other opportunities with the Inter American Development Bank.

In the latest published financial report, Crown Agents earned approximately £55
million in professional fees and reported an operating profit of just under £1 million.
Advisory services accounted for approximately half of the professional fees charged.

Procurement amounted to about 25% while financial and reimbursable costs made up
the balance.

Crown Agents would not discuss their fee structures. Unless asked in the context of a
specific proposal, they indicated that their consultancy rates would be in line with

those charged by other EU firms in the intemational marketplace.

4.3.3 Consulting and Audit Canada

Consulting and Audit Canada (CAC) is a Special Operating Agency (SOA) of 

Canadian Govemment Department of Public Works and Government Services. Their
operations are somewhat similar to those of UNOPS in that they were spun off out of
another agency, operate with a limited clientele, departments and agencies of the
government, and act as a go-between between their clients and private contractors

who carry out the project work. CAC services are available, on request, to other
public sector m~d international organizations. CAC is theoretically restricted from

competing with the private sector.

The agency uses the services of many Canadian companies, principally small and

medium enterprises, to carry out consulting and audit assignments that have been
contracted by government departments to CAC. A roster of individual consultants
and firms is maintained by CAC for this purpose.

CAC provides consulting and audit services to governments and international
agencies in about 40 countries. Contracting for these services, funded by the Canadian
International Aid Agency (CIDA), is similar to services provided in Canada. The
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agency uses individuals and companies to carry out assignments specified by CIDA.

A separate roster of individuals and companies is maintained by CAC for
international assignments.

Headquarters of CAC is located in the national capital, Ottawa. There are also four

regional offices in other parts of Canada. All international work is coordinated and
contracted by headquarters through the CIDA linkage.

Consulting and Audit Canada (CAC) provides services on a fee-for-service basis.

Most assignments are preceded by a formal project proposal setting out the terms of

reference for the assignment, the deliverables, the schedule and the proposed fees.

Generally, fees payable to CAC by the client consist of two parts:

¯ The first part of the fees is set as a percentage of the value of the contract as
described in the proposal. The percentage covers the ’social cost’ associated with
the regulations and restrictions imposed by the Canadian government system and

the ’contracting risk’ to CAC.
¯ The second part 0fthe fees consists of the per-diem cost of the CAC personnel

required to manage the contracting and monitoring of the contract people who will
undertake the work. CAC per-diem rates are consistent with rates charged by

Canadian consultancy firms who work in the public sector.

While CAC is expected to remain within the limits of its capacity to earn revenue,

CAC is not revenue dependent. Rather, as a special operating agency, it operates on a
cost recovery basis. To support operations CAC may draw on a revolving fund,
equivalent to a line of credit. Drawdowns from the revolving fund are expected to be

repaid from future revenue.

CAC financial results are reported separately but as part of the budgetary estimates
and financial statements of the Department of Public Works and Government
Services. In the last fiscal year CAC turnover was about $USD 70 million.
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The UNOPS Business Model

As noted earlier in this report, UNOPS evolved from the operational division of

UNDP. At the time of its transformation into "a separate and identifiable entity in a
form that does not create a new agency," a business model for the new UNOPS was

implicitly established as follows.

UNOPS is an arm of the United Nations that provides project-management services in

every field where the UN has a mandate - from landmine awareness to public sector
reform, from informatics solutions to eradicating poverty. UNOPS is a revenue
dependent organization whose client base is limited to United Nations organizations

and Bretton Woods agencies. Other attributes of UNOPS includes the following:

¯ Required to operate within the rules and regulations of the United Nations;

¯ Day to day banking and treasury requirements are administered and managed by

UNDP;
¯ Certain administrative, corporate and other support services are provided to

UNOPS by the UN and by UNDP;
¯ Not permitted to secure funding directly from donor countries or private

organizations;
¯ UNOPS personnel salaries (international personnel) are prescribed by the General

Assembly; and,
¯ Reliance upon UNDP Field Offices to provide administrative support services,

especially in areas where UNOPS does not have a field presence.

Thus, UNOPS was established with a business model that resembles, in part, that of a
for-profit consultancy firm in the private sector. Such a business model is generally
used by a number of governments to inspire ’bottom-line" discipline in their agencies

without resorting to privatization. Thus, the quasi private sector entity has the
advantages, and sometimes the disadvantages, of remaining within the system in
which it operates. Yet at the same time, the entity is expected or required to exercise

control over expenditures and keep them lower than or commensurate with their
capacity to generate revenue.
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The UNOPS business model was supposed to be based on the revenue dependency

discipline of suitable private sector models. There are however notable differences,

some of which have mitigated against the viability of UNOPS and its capacity to livo
within its revenues. Some of the problems noted with the UNOPS business model
compared to what a private sector model might look like are as follows:

¯ The specification by the Executive Board that UNOPS work through UNDP and
use UNDP systems;

¯ The requirement that the UNOPS client base be limited to the UN and the Bretton

Woods agencies; and,

¯ The restriction from working directly with potential clients outside of the UN
system. This has resulted in unnecessarily complicated arrangements in some
cases and increased project delivery cost.

For several years the current UNOPS business model appeared to work well.
However, two key factors began to undermine the viability of the model:

¯ The basic premise that UNOPS would be the administrative and implementing
arm of UNDP changed with the advent of national and direct execution

modalities; and,
¯ UNOPS management failed to provide the required leadership and resolve to

manage the organization and adapt to the new environment and context.

The UNOPS business model has changed as a result of its recent financial difficulties.
However, further change is required to render the UNOPS business model viable and
sustainable. In the following sections (Sections 5 and 6), the report discusses the "as

is" situation and the changes required, for the UNOPS business model in terms of:

¯ Themarket for, and marketing of, UNOPS services;

¯ Organizational Issues (including issues related to the organizational structure,

human resources and performance appraisal and governance);
¯ Financing, Financial Practices and Financial Systems; and
¯ Procurement.
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5.0 The Market for UNOPS services

Intemational development agency budgets and trends over time were reviewed to

identify observable trends in budgets and in delivery modalities. A series of
interviews of UN clients and prospective clients as well as some non UN agencies

was then conducted in New York, Copenhagen, Geneva, Rome, Kuala Lumpur,
Bangkok and Nairobi to obtain first hand impressions of how UNOPS services have

been used in the past; the level of satisfaction with the price, quality and timeliness of
the services; and, most importantly, the likely demand and requirements for UNOPS

services. The interviews included key clients or potential clients such as:

¯ UNDP ¯ Global Fund to Fight Aids,

¯ UNFPA Tuberculosis and Malaria

¯ UNICEF ¯ UNHCR

¯ Office of the Iraq Program ¯ Office of the High
¯ Office for the Commission for Human

Coordination of Rights

Humanitarian Affairs ¯ IFAD
¯ Department of ¯ UNEP

Peacekeeping Operations ¯ UN Habitat

In addition to the personal interviews, a survey of existing and potential clients for

major UNOPS services was conducted. Interviews were conducted with potential
client agencies in Washington, Geneva, Rome, Copenhagen and Nairobi. A telephone

and e-mail survey of a sample of UNDP offices at the country level was also
undertaken.

Finally, the consultants reviewed the study completed by the Office for Internal
Oversight Services in 2001, which also looked at client satisfaction with UNOPS

services.

From the interviews and surveys, the review team assessed alternative scenarios for
the market potential for UNOPS services for incorporation into simulation models of

UNOPS operations. The lines of inquiry were related to development of parameters
that dcfinc the potcntial lcvcl ofbusincss, which UNOPS may bc cxpcctcd to attract.
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UNOPS Market Share and Trends

The overall potential market for UNOPS services was estimated recently by UNOPS
to amount to over $114 Billion US Dollars, including all ODA provided by IFIs, the
UN agencies and donor governments through their bilateral programs. In this context,

the UNOPS "contract delivery" of programming amounted to about $637 Million in
2000, and has since dropped.

Exhibit 4 below describes the estimated ODA "market share" of UNOPS for 2000.

The table indicates that UNOPS had a major share of UNDP program delivery -
13.11% for Core funds, and 32.04% for Trust funds. The market share of delivery for
all other funds was quite small at less than one percent. Overall, the numbers indicate
that UNOPS delivered about 0.56% of ODA programming. At first glance this would
indicate that there is a lot of room for growth, however, while there are potential

growth opportunities for UNOPS, these may be limited in the short term except in
certain specialized areas identified below.

Exhibit 4
UNOPS Estimated Market Share

CLIENT UNOPS
(2000) BUDGET UNOPS Share Market Share

CLIENT TYPE ($ Millions) ($ Millions) (%)
UN Spec. Agencies & Programs 10,680 75 0.70%

UNDP Core Budget 1,670 219 13.11%

UNDP Trust Funds 412 132 32.04%

ODA from DAC Member Countries 53,678 105 0.20%

IFIs+Governments 48,104 106 0.22%
TOTAL $114,544 $ 637 0.56%

Source: UNOPS 2003

Over the period since its formation in 1995, the client mix and sources of business for

UNOPS has changed. The graphs below depict this changing situation.
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As may be seen ~m the chart above, income fi’om ~P (which is more or less
commensurate with delivery volume) grew from $30,9 Million in 1 ~6 to a pe~ of
$41 Million in 1998, from which it declined to ~out $28 Million in 2002.
Conve~|y income(and delivery voices) from other’ |jN, IFI and other clients

riser, from $9~1 Million in 1998 to about $16 Million m 2000, md has r~amed stable
at ~at level

As explained below, the most likely ~d at present is for some further decline in
~DP volumes. However, if UNOPS can reduce costs ~d im~ve its quality* of
ser¢iee this dec|the may be siow~ or avoided. ~ expired later in this S~fion
there are also growth opportuniti~ for UNOPS within I.YNDP, especially in th~ global

p~grams. The volume ofnon-UNDP aefivi:ty has the pot~tial to ~ow, but this will

~quire proactive manet development. ~e extent to which the UNDP volume c~be

~laced with non-UNDP business is not clear at present,

Final}y, Exhibit 5 displays the changing mix of UNOPS income by source. In i998

the UNDP re~i~ budget (core) proem delivery ~eounted for $23~4 Mi!li~ of the
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approximately $50 Million (46%) m stated income, T~s has dropped to $12 Million
of $43 Milhon (28%) in income in 2002. Similarly. LYNDP trust funds have ~e~
~$6 from $9 Million in 1998. Overall income has therefo~ dropped, with UNDP
~counting for the entire $7 Million d~line.

Exhibit S: U~ ~(:ome ~ ~ of fund ($ m|t~.)

.̄..........................................

)m ~ices

5.2 Client Trends

Tiffs Section describc~ overall trends in the UN ~d IFI m~ket for UNOPS services,
It also describes the specific trends observ~ for each of ~e major UNOPS clients,

Trend to ~attonal Execgtio ~ Direct Execution and to Sector Wide Approaches

One of the most: si~ificant tr~ds aflL-cting UNOPS, ~p~ially wi~ regards m
UNDP business~ h~ been the ~end to national ex~ution (N~). ’This trend has be~
-cwolving since the mid. 1990s and entails the implementation of proj~ by ree~ient
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governments. It eliminates the need for an implementation agency such as UNOPS,

as the recipient governments handle implementation.

Where the government is not capable of national execution - especially for UNDP

projects - execution has been handled by the UNDP country offices using what is
known as direct execution (DEX). Direct execution, according to interviews with

UNDP officials, appears to be an increasing trend as national execution is problematic
in many countries, especially those in crisis. Although theoretically UNDP (under

DEX) or the recipient government (under NEX) can still contract UNOPS 
implementation activity there are impediments to doing so. First, given UNDP’s own
budgetary pressures at the country office level, there is an incentive to capture the

administrative charge revenue for projects where possible to help pay for the country
office overhead. Second, if a national government under NEX wishes to subcontract

UNOPS to assist on implementation, the country must contract UNDP (which will
take a percent of the administrative fee), before UNOPS can be contracted.

The above two factors have been inhibiting using UNOPS for either national or direct
execution implementation, unless the UNDP country office does not have the capacity
in the first case and the country is willing to pay the extra administrative fee in the

second case.

A number of past studies of UNOPS have noted this issue, but the Executive Board

has not taken action.

Recommendation No. 1: The Executive Board should change the UNOPS

mandate to permit implementation of projects and programs on behalf of
recipient governments for donor funded programs and projects.

A second trend that may also reduce the potemial market for UNOPS services in the
future comprises the trend toward Sector Wide Approaches (SWAP). The SWAP 
similar to the National Execution approach, as the recipient government is provided

funding to carry out a program that is partially or fully funded by donors. The
recipient country then implements the project with the participating donors involved
in annual program reviews and evaluation activities. The SWAP approach reduces,

but does not necessarily eliminate the need for an implementation organization such
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as UNOPS, however, it does mean that services provided by UNOPS would be most
appropriately targeted at support to the recipient country and in capacity building.

Trend to Increased Delivery of Services in Countries in Crisis

One of the most notable recent trends has been the increased number of crisis
situations around the world, that have required intervention by UN specialized
agencies and by UN member state peacekeeping missions. UNOPS has participated

in many of these through its demining activities, and through special reconstruction
activities with agencies such as UNICEF. UNOPS was requested by the Office of the

Iraq Program (OIP) to execute certain programs financed from the Food for Oil
Program.

This has become an increasingly important area for UNOPS as increasing numbers of
crisis situations have emerged. Future opportunities exist with Agencies such as

UNHCR, DPKO in demining, possibly with UNDP in demining and with UNICEF in
countries in lhe reconstn~ction phase. Work undertaken by the UNOPS RESS

Division in Geneva has especially focused on post-conflict crisis situations.

Discussions with a number of UN Agencies highlighted the increased importance of
humanitarian and post-conflict situations and the decline in conventional ODA. The

UN Agencies are uniquely positioned to provide services in these situations given
their neutrality in comparison to bilateral donors.

UNOPS has demonstrated an ability to quickly establish a functioning office in
countries in crisis and to be able to respond to program needs in a flexible and cost

efficient way. This has positioned UNOPS well as a potential service supplier to the
key UN Agencies that may not have the staff, ability or flexibility to respond to the
rapidly emerging needs in post conflict situations.

Conversely, agencies such as UNDP and DPKO have their own administrative units

against which UNOPS is essentially competing with for business. To the extent that
UNOPS can provide faster, better and more cost-effective services it will be
contracted to provide project implementation services. There is a risk, however, that

these agencies will be pressured by their management to utilize their own
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administrative services wherever possible, especially as all of the UN agencies are

under pressure with regards to their core operational funds.

Recommendation No. 2: The Executive Board and the Secretary General

should once again encourage the UN Secretariat, UNDP, and other UN entities

to consider using UNOPS as an executing/implementing agency where
practical.

Pressure to Reduce Costs

Another trend that has become noticeable during the review is the strong pressure to

reduce administrative overhead charges for project execution and implementation.
This is especially true of UNDP, which indicated that donors have been pressuring

UNDP to reduce the overall administrative percentage charged. An example of this is
the Montreal Protocol, whose Board has mandated a maximum percentage that can be
applied to projects. As a result, the Montreal Protocol unit of UNDP has requested a
reduction in the administrative charge levied for projects implemented by UNOPS,

which so far UNOPS has been unable to provide, since doing so would also entail
accepting implementation without ensuring cost recovery. The trend to reduced
allowances for adlZn, inistrative costs appears to be strongly entrenched due to

budgetary pressures on the part of many donor countries. This is likely to continue.
The implication is that UNOPS will have to reduce its own administrative costs and to

provide very cost effective implementation. The implication is that net margins on all
potential business areas are likely to be successively reduced over what was available
a few years ago.

Trend to Request Higher Value Added

Some of the UN clients interviewed indicated that their future needs will entail a need
for higher value added of UNOPS services. What this implies is a need to handle not
only administrative, contracting, budget control and financial reporting, but also to

assess emerging results on projects in accordance with the principles of results based
management and to support capacity building of project or program recipient

countries. This will be a requirement of IFAD in future delivery agreements.
UNOPS will have to ensure that their service offerings provide not only the ability to
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monitor and track results but also substantive support such as impact analysis, gender

equity, etc.

5.3 Client Satisfaction and Trends

5.3.1 Client Satisfaction

As part of the study the consulting team interviewed UNOPS clients to discuss their
level of satisfaction with UNOPS services. This was based on discussions with both
UNDP and non-UNDP clients in a number of UNOPS locations. An additional

survey of seven UNDP Resident Representatives was also completed by telephone.
The results were compared to the OIOS study completed in 2001.

The OIOS study surveyed 20 non-UNDP clients of UNOPS. An additional survey of
120 UNDP Resident Representatives was also carried out. The results of the OIOS
study are summarized below.

It should be noted that UNOPS provides a range of services to a range of clients in
different program and geographic areas. The UNOPS services vary from simple
administrative functions such as contracting consultants, and financial processing for
projects, to the provision of technical advice on complex projects, project formulation,

and contracting capital works in very arduous country situations. The experience of
client organizations and the individuals interviewed will vary depending on the nature

of the services provided by UNOPS and their other experiences.

Overall, the OIOS study indicated that the quality of services rated by non-UNDP

clients was estimated at 4.03 on a scale of 5, meaning that clients were generally
satisfied with UNOPS. Ratings were provided for expertise, cost-effectiveness,
timeliness, and proactivity of UNOPS. Comparing the results of the OIOS survey of

non-UNDP clients to the UNDP Resident Representative survey indicated that the
UNDP satisfaction rating was 2.74 Clearly, the level of satisfaction of UNDP

Resident Representatives with UNOPS services was much lower than for non-UNDP

clients.
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Exhibit 7
Satisfaction of UNOPS Clients

Non-UNDP Clients UNDP Res Reps
Expertise 3.95 3.09
Cost Effectiveness 4.24 2.39
Timeliness 3.84 2.46
Proactive Client orientation 4.11 2.53

4.03 2.61Average Rating
Source: OIOS July 2001

Non-UNDP clients generally indicated during the Independent Review, that they are

satisfied with UNOPS services. They generally like the responsiveness, and speed of

UNOPS in comparison to their own agencies. Of critical importance to many of them

is the need to move quickly "outside the UN bureaucracy" to get things done. In tile

opinion of many interviewees, UNOPS has shown the flexibility and responsiveness

to get things done.

Conversely, the assessment of UNOPS services by UNDP divides into two camps.

Many UNDP staff are quite positive about UNOPS, have used them in the past, and

will likely continue to use them. In many of these cases, which include both Global

Programs in New York as well as country field offices, the UNDP country office or

program does not have its own staff, and must contract out delivery.

Other country offices and some senior UNDP staff complained about deteriorating

UNOPS services, poor responsiveness, high costs, and insufficient flexibility. In

some cases UNOPS is in a sense in direct competition with the country office or the

UNDP program for a portion of the administrative budget for a project. This may be

one of the reasons for responding negatively to the Independent Review. However, it

is clear that to maintain market share in UNDP, UNOPS will have to ensure that staff

are client focused, and that services provided are both priced competitively and are

perceived to be cost effective to the UNDP clients.

During the study the following positive aspects of UNOPS services emerged:

The availability of a roster of excellent contractors on the ground that can be

mobilized. Of particular note were the staff in Afghanistan and Iraq working with

UNICEF;
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Although there are complaints about costs, clients generally acknowledge that
UNOPS is in most cases cost-effective. Responses of some UNDP managers was

an exception to this general finding;

¯ Generally, UNOPS Portfolio Managers have a reputation for being responsive,

knowledgeable and hard working; and,

There is a general perception that UNOPS is more business-like but also offers the
advantage of being part of the UN system with the inherent advantages of easier

entry and access to the country and to government officials.

It is interesting to note that many clients select UNOPS as a service provider based on
individual relationships. Therefore, UNOPS Portfolio Managers who have

established a good working relationship will retain client confidence even if they

move to a new geographic location. This was particularly evident with members of
the Environment Division that moved to Geneva, but who continue to service the
UNDP Global Environment Funds in New York.

Conversely cliems indicated that access to the UNOPS Portfolio Manager is a critical
part of the service UNOPS provides. Therefore the decision to decentralize or not to

decentralize out of New York or Geneva should be based both on economic as well as
client service considerations. If a client is in New York and wishes to have the
Portfolio Manager within reasonable proximity, then the portfolio manager should

remain in New York. If the client is in Nairobi, it makes sense to decentralize the
portfolio manager to Nairobi where client contact and service can be optimized.

Recommendation No. 3: UNOPS should consider decentralizing Portfolio
Management Teams to the geographic location that will provide the best service
to clients.

There are some areas that were considered problematic and that will have to be
improved upon:

A number of client organizations indicated that they feel that pricing arrangements
are generally inflexible. Clients noted that there did not appear to be either

transparency or logic in the UNOPS pricing of services. They noted that some
divisions have been more flexible and more reasonable than others. Clients would
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like to see more transparency in pricing and a closer matching of charges to actual
costs. Given the increased pressure on UN agencies to reduce administrative

charges, the ability to reduce costs, be transparent in pricing, and to better match
costs and price of service appears to be paramount.

Some clients also indicated that although UNOPS is responsive and provides

relatively fast turnaround by UN standards, there are still bottlenecks in decision-
making because of a need to go to New York for many decisions. UNOPS will

have to review its delegations and its procedures and where possible ensure that

decisions are adequately responsive and streamlined.

Some clients have noted a decline in the quality of service provided by UNOPS.

Some attribute this to the recent financial problems that UNOPS has had. This
has been manifested in some situations by an impression that people assigned to a

client are actually working on other projects, or that there is fewer staff assigned
to a project than the number originally proposed by UNOPS. There is a risk that
if the level of service is cut below what is required to deliver the project, there

could be a loss of business for UNOPS;

Some clients complained about competition and fragmentation of UNOPS

representation. They felt that dealing with a number of competing divisions has
negatively impacted on the quality of client interface. Most clients wish to see
one overall point of contact; and,

¯ Importantly some clients indicated that UNOPS systems and practices in project
management and reporting are no longer state-of-the-art.

The issue of UNOPS branding and competition with UN agencies for funding is also
an issue with some agencies, particularly UNDP. This was a more significant issue in

the past and revolved around a perception that UNOPS was not giving adequate
profile to its clients, but rather indicating that it was the main executing agency on

some projects. This has been partially resolved, however some concerns remain.
Interestingly some Agencies want UNOPS to have a profile as a partner in project
execution and implementation as it helps them attract funding.
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Perhaps one of the most common recurring complaints was with regard to the UNOPS

financial reporting systems. One of the most important needs of many UN Agencies
entrusted with donor funds to execute specific projects or programs is to be able to

report periodically on both financial and substantive progress. Reporting
requirements also vary by donor and have become more complex with the trend to

results based management, where outcomes of projects must be reported in addition to

financial expenditures.

This has been an area of weakness, as discussed in the Section on financial
management. The UN processes and the IMIS financial system can be slow to pick

up expenditures. In addition, UNOPS has had difficulty in many instances responding

to the different reporting requirements of donors. The move to the People Soft ERP
system should improve this - providing UNOPS makes adequate investments in
systems development and training. ERP also constitutes a strategic threat, as it will

now be easier for clients to do some of the administrative transactions themselves.

5.3.2

The implication is that UNOPS will have to be able to provide value added services in

project reporting and monitoring where requested to meet the requirements of results
based management.

Finally, some of the client interviewees noted that the concept of international

cooperation is changing, as is evident in the aforementioned SWAPS and NEX and

the trend to results based management. It is important that UNOPS stay abreast of the
changing developments in modalities for international cooperation and ensure that

their approaches, staffing and services are consistent with the new requirements.

Recommendation No. 4: UNOPS ensure that it maintains a strategic assessment

capability to constantly reassess the needs for its services and to ensure that it
maintains the services and capacities required to keep it current with the

evolving needs of its clients.

Competitive Factors

The Independent Review looked at the competition for UNOPS services. The UN
international cooperation program delivery market place has changed quite
dramatically since 1995. UNDP, which had significant core funding has seen that

funding drop, and has been forced to rely more and more on designated funds or trust
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funds for its programming. Special purpose funds have generally allowed for a 13%

administrative charge. When UNOPS first began business, the 13% was usually split
between UNDP, which had the overall project execution responsibility, and UNOPS,

which was the administrative and implementing agency. With the drop in core funds,
UNDP programmes and UNDP country offices have also begun to rely on

administrative cost elements to help pay their overheads.

At the same time, donors have been reducing the level of administrative charges that
they deem permissible. For example, the Board of the Montreal Protocol has reduced

its administrative allowance for some recipient countries. UNDP, which executes the

project on behalf of the Montreal Protocol Board, has had to eliminate UNOPS from

implementation in countries, which cannot support the 8% charge levied by UNOPS.
Therefore one of the competitive factors has been the internal competition for the

administrative budget allocated for projects. As these budgets have been squeezed by
donors, UNDP and other agencies have looked at their own administrative units as an

alternative, even if the service offered is not as efficient, flexible or of high quality.

In addition, many of the UN organizations have internal administrative units or
organizations that are capable of handling pr0iect implementation, and are therefore
competitive with UNOPS, although the quality of service may not be as high. For

example, IAPSO, an affiliate of UNDP provides procurement services for UNDP
projects out of Copenhagen. Recently, IAPSO in an attempt to achieve revenue cost

recovery objectives has offered expanded services that parallel the project
management services that UNOPS provides. This may in future act to further
undermine the UNOPS market in UNDP, although at present it does not appear to be

a serious threat.

In some areas, there is private sector or NGO competition as well. For example,
UNICEF uses NGOs in some of its implementation tasks in countries in distress. The

Global Fund for Aids (a UN affiliated organization) draws on competitors in the
NGO, private sectors as well as the UN system as Local Funding Agencies for its
projects.

Our review indicated that UNOPS has generally been cost competitive in most, but
not all, situations where it has had to compete. However, it should be noted that it
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does do not always have appropriate costing information available when writing

proposals.

Most agencies that have used UNOPS have done so because of the capacity of
UNOPS on the ground, the fact that it is a UN agency and because it is perceived to

be more flexible and responsive than their own agencies. Generally there is pressure
on costs, and the agencies have to feel that they are recovering their own costs to the
greatest extent possible.

Another factor of note is that most UN agencies have very poor cost information.

Therefore they do not really know what their costs are and hence cannot really

compare internal versus UNOPS costs of implementation.

The above discussion would indicate that much of UNOPS competition is really from
internal administrative groups in the Agencies themselves. The competition will not
be based on a realistic analysis of the most cost effective alternative, but rather on
such issues as capability to do the job, internal political factors that would tend to

favour internal resources, especially given the lack of good information on

alternatives.

5.4 Future Needs and Opportunities

The section below examines the trends for the key UNOPS clients in terms of the past
and future project demand for UNOPS services, past levels of satisfaction with

UNOPS services, and future requirements and prospects.

UNDP

As described earlier, UNDP comprises the dominant client for UNOPS services,

although the UNDP use of UNOPS services has been gradually trending downwards.
As UNDP is a large complex organization, our study required interviewing UNDP
officials in New York as well as the Resident Representatives in a number of Country
Offices. UNDP programs at the Global Level and at the Country Level, and the trends

and requirements differ for each one respectively.
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UNDP, the key UNOPS client has seen its overall income grow from $1.8 Billion in

1992 to $2.8 Billion in 2002. During that time frame the composition of its income

has shiftedl In 1992 Core Income amounted to about $1.2 billion or about 67% of its
income, whereas in 2002 core income dropped to about $800 Million or 28% of
income. The remainder has gone to trust funds through co financing and cost-sharing

arrangements. These funds are provided by donors for a specific purpose and are no

longer available for general funding of UNDP overhead, with the exception of the
approximately 13% administrative fee that is permitted for program delivery.

As was indicated earlier, much of the UNDP program delivery is based on Trust
Funds. Execution is generally through Global Programs in New York or through

UNDP Country Offices.

Generally, UNDP Global Funds in New York have used UNOPS extensively in the

past for program implementation. The Global Environment Facility is one of the

major UNOPS clients. The survey indicated that the volume of business in this area is
likely to grow for UNDP, and could increase slightly for UNOPS, provided that

UNOPS can reduce its cost structure and maintain and improve its level of service.
Key program opportunities include Water Projects, Biodiversity Program, The Global
Cooperation Framework, The GEF Small Grants Program and the Global
Environmental Facility (which is slated to double from $100 Million to $200 Million).

UNDP units involved in crisis situations were more negative on the costs and service

provided by UNOPS, and appear to be less inclined to use UNOPS in the future,

UNDP Country Offices represent a mixed picture, depending on such factors as their
past experience with UNOPS, and other factors such as competition for the

administrative budget resources for project delivery. Generally, in many cases UNDP
offices say they will use UNOPS for implementation provided they can lower their

costs and provide excellent service delivery. Some, for internal reasons, may opt to
use IAPSO or their own internal resources.

IFAD, another key UN client for which UNOPS does loan supervision, has
experienced a flat budget of about $400mm and expects this to continue. IFAD

program delivery is likely to be flat, but IFAD is currently reviewing UNOPS charge
rates with the understanding that the charges levied ($48,000 average per project) 
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not allow UNOPS to recover their costs, nor to meet the increased level of service that
IFAD will require in the future.

UNICEF expects continued modest budget growth of about 5% per year. Prospects
for increased work with UNICEF are good and UNICEF and UNOPS are actively
exploring a number of new arrangements for countries in crisis. Currently UNICEF

and UNOPS have worked together in Afghanistan and Iraq and are prospectively
looking at selected countries in Africa.

UNOPS is currently either negotiating or actively developing business with such

agencies as 1LO, UNHCR, OCHR, UNEP, and the World Bank, as well as a
number of smaller agencies.

Overall, there are a number of major trends that can either promote or reduce demand

for UNOPS services. Since its business acquisition activities have been restrained by
the Executive Board it has not sought implementation contracts on behalf of DAC
countries or rccipicnt govcrnmcnts for contract implementation. Givcn thc rcvcnuc
dependency nature of UNOPS it will be necessary for its mandate to be broadened

somewhat to permit it to achieve appropriate volumes, while at the same time
avoiding UNOPS competing for program funding.

Opportunities for new market services are:

¯ Provide administrative support for many UN agencies such as the UN Secretariat,
UNDP, UNFPA and others regionally;

¯ Providing enhanced advisory services for small agencies;

¯ Providing implementation services directly for UN member governments;
¯ Providing increased services to agencies concerned with post-conflict,

peacekeeping and humanitarian issues.

5.5 UNOPS Marketing Approach

During the course of the Review it became apparent that the market demand for

UNOPS services is changing in terms of the agencies and geographic locations where
UNOPS services will be required. Over the last few years the volume of business has
declined due to a number of factors. In addition, UNOPS remains heavily exposed to
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UNDP as its major client. The Review indicated that the volume of business with

UNDP will be more volatile and more competitive in the future with internal UNDP

resources and with UNDP organizations such as IAPSO. To ensure a continuation of
its market share UNOPS:

¯ Has to reduce costs and streamline its business practices;

¯ Improve the quality of service;
¯ Maintain close contact with its current clients (especially UNDP) as well 

potential clients; and,

¯ Be permitted to enlarge its potential market to a broader array ofnon-UN
organizations without going through UNDP (providing the contracts are purely for

implementation and not fund-raising).

The need to better service clients and to proactively seek new business (within the

constraint of its mandate to not fundraise) will be a critical function for UNOPS in the
future. Therefore each operating division, as well as the corporate level will have to

proactively scan the environment for new business opportunities, develop strategic
marketing plans, ensure adequate promotion, and proactively seek new business.
Some of the divisions - such as RESS and the KL Division are already doing this.
The Environment Division has also been successful in the past at proactively seeking

new opportunities.

In the opinion of the Independent Review team, UNOPS can successfully acquire new

business, providing it restructures to provide cost effective, state-of-the art project
management services, and develops a private sector marketing and client service
orientation.

Nonetheless, it should be realized that this type of business is inherently volatile and
that opportunities come and go. UNOPS will have to develop the flexibility to

increase and reduce resources in concert with the changing demands in the market
place.

Recommendation No. 5: UNOPS develop a business development function
staffed with an individual with extensive experience in business development. In
addition future performance indicators for both Division Managers and Portfolio

Managers should emphasize business development activities.
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6.0 UNOPS Operations

In the proposal Terms of Reference and in the Methodology Report presented to
UNOPS, the Management Coordination Committee and the Executive Board of

UNDP, a number of issue areas and associated lines of inquiry for the independent

review were proposed and discussed. The lines of inquiry were further refined during
the initial stages of the review. They included:

¯ The organizational structure and human resource management;
¯ Financial practices and systems;

¯ Procurement;
¯ Govemance; and,
¯ Assessment, through financial modeling, of the viability of UNOPS.

This section of the report presents the results of the review with respect to the issue
areas listed. In the sub-sections, recommendation~ are made for changes to I_INOPS
operations.

6.1 UNOPS Organizational Structure

6.1.1

Interviews were conducted either in-person or by teleconference with all Division
Chiefs. The Human Resource Specialist of the Independent Review Team held

consultations with staff either in-person (New York, Nairobi and Kuala Lumpur) 
through videoconference in the case of Abidjan, Copenhagen and Geneva.

Staffing data contained in this section was provided by the Division of Human
Resource Management and is current as of July 30, 2003. The figures represent all
staff members under the 100/200/300 Series of the Staff Rules, including Junior

Professional Officers (JPOs).

UNOPS Organizational Structure

UNOPS is a hierarchical structure, headed by an Executive Director, and supported by
a Deputy Executive Director & Director of Operations (DED). The Executive
Director is accountable to the Secretary-General of the United Nations and to the UN
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Member States through a number of executive and management advisory bodies such

as the Executive Board and the Management Coordination Committee.

The Executive Director and the Deputy Executive Director & Director of Operations
along with the External Business Unit and support staff comprises the Executive
Office. (See "UNOPS Organization Chart and Staffing Numbers" on the following

page).

Governance Structure

The Executive Board of UNOPS is known as the Executive Board of UNDP and
UNFPA and is comprised of 40 member states. This Board meets three times a year
for formal presentations.

The Management Coordination Committee (MCC) functions as the Board 

Directors of UNOPS and is responsible to provide policy and management direction
in the functioning of UNOPS, including the setting of operational policy, facilitation

and monitoring of compliance (See DP. 1994/61 of 19 August 1994). It is comprised

of senior representatives from the UN Secretariat (DESA, DPKO, OLA and the
Department of Management), UNDP and IFAD. It is chaired by the UNDP

Administrator.

Although not part of the governance structure, it is worth noting the existence of the
Staff Management Forum (SMF) which is a statutory staff- management relations
committee of UNOPS responsible, amongst others, for promotion of co-operation and
mutual understanding between staff and management and to serve as a neutral body in

an advisory capacity to the Executive Director of UNOPS. The Staff Management
Forum provides commentary to management on staff issues and concerns.

Staff members also belong to of the Staff Council ofUNDPAJNFPA/UNOPS.
Membership on the Staff Council is voluntary.
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as of July 30, 2003
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UNOPS Divisional Structure

Within UNOPS, three support divisions headed by Assistant Directors report directly
to the Executive Director. These support divisions are:

¯ Legal and Procurement Support Division (LPSD)

¯ Finance, Budget, and Administration Division (FBA) (The Facilities 
Administrative Services Section (FASS) reports through FBA)

¯ Division for Human Resources Management (DHRM)

The Information and Technology Services Division (ITS) and eight operational

divisions are headed by Division Chiefs who report directly to the Deputy Executive
Director and Director of Operations.

The eight operational divisions are:

¯ Africa I
¯ Africa II

¯ Asia Office
¯ Western Asia, Arab States and Europe Division (WAASE)
¯ Division for Procurement Projects (PRP)
¯ Environment Division (ENVP)
¯ Rehabilitation and Social Sustainability Unit (RESS)
¯ Special Projects Division (SPD)

In addition, the Deputy Executive Director & Director of Operations has direct
operational responsibility for three IFAD project implementation units- one for
South America headquartered in New York, one in Rome and one in Nairobi. He also
directly supervises the Tokyo Liaison Office.

The organizational structure is represented in the "UNOPS Organizational Chart and
Staffing Numbers" found on the previous page.
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Operational Divisions

At the present time, UNOPS divisions are characterized as "geographic" or
"thematic". Geographic divisions include Africa I, Africa II, the Asia Office and the
Western Asia, Arab States and Europe Division. The New York, Rome and Nairobi

units serving IFAD, as well as the Tokyo Liaison office would also be considered

geographic. The rationale for the geographic divisions is that they are located close to
project activity and hence can best serve the clients.

The geographic divisions are aligned as follows:

Africa I is based in New York, to maintain a strong link with the African bureau of

UNDP, its main client. Its geographic focus is south and central Africa. Its staff
complement is 13 including staffoutposted to Ethiopia (1) and Madagascar (1).

Africa II is based in Dakar. Until very recently this division was located in Abidjan,

as was the African Development Bank. This office is structured around two clusters:
one to manage IFAD projects, the other to implement UNDP projects and other UN
projects. Its geographic focus is western and central Africa. The present staff

complement has been impacted by the move to Dakar. The new office will have a
staff complement of 22.

The Asia Office is located in Kuala Lumpur, and serves the Asia/Pacific region from
Pakistan to the Cook Islands. Clusters focus on WAD project management and other

client project implementation. The Asia Office also handles the corporate imprest
reconciliation function, and has staffoutposted to Beijing (2) and East Timor (2). 

staff complement of this office is 40.

The Western Asia, Arab States and Europe (WASSE) Division is located in New
York, with a small outpost in Geneva (2 staff). It serves a region eastward 
Afghanistan. The WASSE division complement is 20

The WAD units in New York (3 staff), Rome (8 staff) and Nairobi (9 staff) serve 
IFAD office in Rome and WAD projects in eastern and central Africa and South
America.
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The Tokyo Liaison Office is located in Tokyo and has a staff complement of 2.

The thematic divisions are based on the perceived need for specialized services to

meet the needs of a variety of clients. The thematic divisions consider their services
to be available in all regions.

The Division for Procurement Projects (the Copenhagen Office) specializes 

procurement, and has an office in Lima, Peru (2 staff), and outposted staff in Kosovo
(2) to handle its procurement projects there. The staff complement of this division 

25.

The Environment Division is located in New York, with outposted staff in Nairobi (1
staff) and Geneva (7 staff). It also incorporates the New York based Latin America

and Caribbean Unit (LAC) (5 staff). The Environment Division is focused on 
implementation of projects and programs of UNDP and UNEP. Its staff complement
is 29.

The Rehabilitation and Social Sustainability Unit (RESS) is located in Geneva, with 
focus on rehabilitation and social integration programmes in countries/regions with
societies in crisis and in transition. It has outposted personnel in Nairobi (6 staff), 

New York (2 staff), in Guatemala (9 staff), in El Salvador (5 staff) and Vienna 

staff).

The Special Projects Division is located in New York, and specializes in demining
projects in all regions. It has a staff complement of 16.

6.1.2 Staffing Levels

At the current level of 297 staff (July 30, 2003), UNOPS is a relatively small entity
within the UN system. The current staffing level is roughly equivalent to the staffing

levels in 1998. As a result of the budget reduction exercise undertaken in 2002, staff
hiring and reclassifications have been put on hold except in specific circumstances.
Positions vacated through retirement or other forms of attrition (staff finding other

positions) may not be filled.
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Exhibit 9 below provides information on the "rise and fall" of the staffing levels in the

period between 1999 and 2002.

Exhibit 9

Rise and Fall of Staffing Levels
1997 1998 1999 Z000 2001 ~002

December December December December December December

ASG 1 1 1 1 1 1

D-2 1 1 1 1 1 1

D-l/L-6 7 12 12 15 17 10

P-5/L-5 28 29 37 38 47 38

P-4/L-4 22 37 45 46 38 30

P-3/L-3 13 19 15 15 36 38

P-2/L-2 20 23 41 51 32 29

G-7 10 8 10 10 10 8

G-6 43 52 57 59 69 61

G-5 61 78 96 103 94 87

G-4 26 42 39 38 32 20

G-3 13 9 9 10 7 4

G-2 1 3 6 8 7 6

TOTAL 246 314 369 395 391 333

*(JPOs, National Officers and ALD personnel in the e( uivalent level are included)

The rise and fall of staffing levels are shown graphically below.
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Stafflevels have continued to fall, ~3:m 333 in December 2002, to 317 i~ May 2003

to the present level of 297 in July 2003. From anecxlota| information collected for this

review, it appears that the staffburgconing belween 1998 and 2002 was a result of

inflated delivery figures pm forward at the request efm~agement. This has h~ a

negative impact on both the UNOPS financial reseiwe and the morMe of the staff.

As ~rted elsewhere in this report income of approximately $40 million in1997

inched to approximately $50 million in 1_~)8 and then leveled offand s~bsequently
decreased back to about $40 million, At the same tm~e, hiring continued, with high

staffing levels of 395 and 391 reached in 2000 and 2001.

This staffing tre~ contributed substantially to the dmwdcv, vn on the cash reserves, as

well ~ to the impression tha~ UNOPS was not meeting its delivery targe~s~ Because

build up in staffw~ matched by a decline in revenue and income, ft~e inevitable

~sult-was a need ibr severe smffreductions in 2002, which caused the demorafized
workforee ~d loss of focus on the work at i~md discussed elsewhere in the report.

As indicated by the above Exhibit ~d Chart, staffi~ figures ~ close: to the 1998

figures ",’,’_hen L~,/OPS income was close to $50 million. Income for 2003 is expect~

to be in the ~ge of $42-43 million.
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Althou~ staffing levels are still high in ~lation to proj’~ted income, the expectation
is ’that staffing fi~res will contin~ to decline due in p~ to the hiring freeze and s~

seeking oth~ ~sitions.

Portfolio Manage~ and Portfollo Asslstan~

The portfolio ~ager/team is the essential client of the ~OPS structure, h is
throu# ~ portfolio m~agers and their teams that proj~t delivea2¢ is executed
income is generate& ~ ~dition to other activities within the organization, the

portfolio manager/po~folio te~ maintains ongoing client contact daring the delivery
phase, manages the field speciali~.s/proj~t managers and is r, sponsible for project

reports.

~e Ind~endea~t Review Te~ conducted a survey of portfolio managers and
portfolio ~sistants for the study to determine activity levels and business focus.

WMle the sample ~ small and spread across a iltullber of divisions, it provides
indication of the time ~t on project related work and non-project related activity,
and business development, shown in Exhibit t0 below.

Exhibit 10 Time ~atlon for Po~folio Managers and Assistants- Pro|~ and
Non-Project Activities

1 if%

®%:

As shown in Exhibit 10, portfolio m~agers spend approximately 77% of ~eir time
on project: related actlvi~ (ada-ninist~ation/execution, m~tings, and missions~ravel)

~d 23% of their time on non-project related activities including business
developmer& training & st~ development, UNOPS internal activities and other
activities. Examples ofot,her activiti~ include ~ning of rotating staffand
interagency meetings,
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Portfolio assistants spend approximately 90% of their time on project related activities

(primarily administration and internal meetings) and 10% of their time on other
activities. The time portfolio managers and portfolio assistants spent on various

project and non-project related activity varied from division to division, reflecting the
variety of work and client requirements.

6.1.3 Organizational and HR Issues

This section reports on the key findings and recommendations related to

organizational and HR issues. The following issues are addressed:

¯ Inter-divisional Competition
¯ Staffing Flexibility
¯ The Human Resource Management Function
¯ Gender Issues
¯ Standardized Practices and Procedures
¯ Employee Performance Appraisal and Motivational Issues
¯ Training and Workload Assignment

Performance Mmlagement and Accountability

Inter-divisional Competition

One of the primary organizational issues identified by the Independent Review Team

(as well as other studies) is the unhealthy inter-divisional competition within UNOPS.

Performance success is tied to only one indicator - value of project delivery on an
annual basis. Competition for projects by the divisions leads to internationally
competitive pricing practices as well as resistance to information and resource
sharing. Internally the mechanism put in place to allocate projects (PAC) is not
transparent, leading to the perception that project allocations to divisions and portfolio

clusters are sometimes arbitrarily made by the division chiefs.

The number of divisions compounds this divisive internal competitive environment.
The rivalry between thematic and geographic divisions has become very apparent to

clients, with clients finding themselves in the middle of UNOPS divisional project
ownership battles. As might be expected, the negative impressions caused by this
competition are difficult to dispel, and have been cited as reasons not to use UNOPS
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in the future.

UNOPS has to become increasingly flexible, building on its reputation for speed and a
"can do" attitude. A contributing factor to this position will be the ability to share
lessons learned/best practices, providing clients with well-grounded expertise and

established quality practices. There are a number of specific areas where "the
divisional silos" must be broken down to enhance the overall cost efficiency, client

focus and service quality of the organization. The organization must develop an
ability to:

¯ Share Lessons learned and best practices in client service delivery;

¯ Share UNOPS knowledge and capacity for preparing proposals/bids;

¯ Develop, understand and use corporate-wide tools, guidelines, templates etc.;

¯ Share and transfer all levels of UNOPS personnel throughout the organization to
ensure a balanced workload and efficiency of staff utilization, as well as to ensure

assignment of the most appropriate personnel to the client requirement.

UNOPS manages projects by putting in place the project managers, procurement
managers, quantity surveyors, engineers, etc., that serve to form the project
management team for UNDP or other UN agency projects. There are approximately

6000 such project personnel under contract to carry out the work on behalf of the
implementing agencies. These contract staff are a real and most important asset of
UNOPS. The current reluctance of divisions to share information and resources leads
to uneven delivery and inability to access and maintain corporate knowledge.

The organizational structure at present is untenable, and should be redesigned to
reduce the number of divisions with a view to removing the overlap between thematic

and geographic interests.

Recommendation No. 6: UNOPS organizational structure should be redesigned
with fewer divisions, to eliminate the thematic and geographic overlaps. In

essence, UNOPS should comprise five geographic operational divisions and a
corporate division: Americas (NY), Europe (to be determined), Asia (KL), 

African (NairobL Dakar). The corporate division should remain in NY.

Recommendation No. 7: UNOPS should cultivate, through policies, tools,
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perJormance appraisal and senior management leadership, an organizational

culture that promotes knowledge management, information sharing and behavior
that is focused on client delivery and the overall "good" of the organization.

Staffing Flexibility

UNOPS follows the UN guidelines for staffing procedures, pay scales and other UN
human resource policies. One of the concerns raised in the Terms of Reference for
the work of the Independent Review Team was whether UNOPS was constrained in

any way as a self-financing organization by its obligation to follow UN staffing
requirements.

The UNOPS staff complement at the present time is comprised of UNDP staff

assigned to UNOPS as well as staffhired as UNOPS staff. This includes both
professional and general services staff. There appears to be a distinction in the minds
of the individuals in each category (UNDP contract holders versus those who are
hired by UNOPS), but in fact the distinction has more to do with the support the

individual will receive should they either lose their position at UNOPS or decide to
seek alternate employment. As a UNDP contract holder, they are considered to be

eligible for internal competitions, and so may benefit indirectly. They are not
guaranteed a position should they seek to return to UNDP.

The lack of flexibility observed within UNOPS has much more to do with the
organizational structure and divisional competition than with the nature of the
staffing agreements per se. The divisional competition has restricted any sharing of
either human or information resources, to the extent that resources cannot be targeted

should additional assistance be required. Intra-divisional sharing of resources occurs
in some cases, particularly where staff is organized into clusters.

Another perceived lack of staff flexibility has been brought about through

management requests for tasks that staff feel they have neither the qualifications or
the training to undertake. This is also the case when staff has been expected to take on
unachievable loads due to unreasonable managerial demands. An important caution is
that UNOPS take care not to create a self-financing entity through overloading staff.

At the same time, given the nature of its mandate, UNOPS must be able to grow and
shrink its core workforce depending on demand and the "business climate". It already
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has this option with the CTAs and other project staff, who move from one project to
the other if the opportunity presents itsel£

Other staffing mechanisms are available that will allow the organization to have a

degree of flexibility to meet its commitments, as well as reducing the staffing
drawdown on its budget. These include Junior Professional Officer (JPO)

placements, which are funded by member states, and internships by graduate or post
graduate university students. UNOPS currently utilizes the JPO option in a number of

positions. It should be noted that there is sensitivity at the present time about
employing staff through other types of contracts when full-time staff are in danger of

losing their jobs.

Any flexible staffing arrangements must ensure that appropriate management

expertise is available and assigned in order to gain maximum benefit from "free"
resources. The management burden for short-term staff is considerable.

In addition to the potential approaches noted above, another alternative is to make use
of short-term temporary administrative support during "peak", but atypical, workload
periods. With respect to periodic requirements for expert technical advice in
specialized areas, another approach currently used by the Asia Ottiee is negotiation of
retainer or per diem type arrangements with experts in specific fields. These experts

are called upon when the need arises.

Recommendation No. 8: That UNOPS consider, as part of its human resource
strategy, increased use of low cost and short to medium term staffing
mechanisms to supplement UNOPS’ base staffing complement during peak
periods and use of retainer-type arrangements in situations where specialized
expertise is required for a short duration.

The Human Resource Management Function

Many of the points raised within this section on organizational issues fall in the
category of the human resource management function. It is important that the
Executive Director support the Human Resources Management Division (DHRM) 
do just that - manage the human resources within the organization. At the present

time, the Division is involved in a number of activities, many of which have to do
with processing and providing information for management. Staff on the whole
perceived the Division to be remote from their concerns and not fully engaged with
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HR management, and organizational development issues.

There is a need for the DHRM to ensure policies and procedures are adhered to and

that staff issues are properly dealt with. Staff expressed the opinion that it is difficult
to find a conduit to address issues of interest to them, resulting in the escalation of HR
issues and workplace unrest. Many staff issues brought forward that are the result of

poor communications with management and misunderstandings about roles and
responsibilities.

The HR function within UNOPS must be strengthened to address issues raised in this

section of the report. The HR function should be utilized to provide direction and

guidance concerning HR issues as UNOPS moves through this period of flux and
rapid change. It is important that the HR function within UNOPS provide valid

corporate balance to management decisions, maintain corporate oversight to ensure
fair and equitable treatment of staff, assist in designing corporate staffing flexibility
and develop high quality professional development/training strategies to ensure the

continued competitiveness of UNOPS.

Recommendation No. 9: The Executive Director of UNOPS should ensure that
the DHRM is supported to focus on HR issues, policies, procedures and practice.

Gender Issues

Gender equality is a principle tenet of the UN in the delivery of its services and also
as it applies to all UN agencies and organizations. The place of gender in file UN

organization is expressed in the following statement from the website of the UN
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR):

"In operationalizing its commitment, OHCHR recognizes the primary
responsibility of Senior Management to provide active leadership in the
gender mainstreaming process. OHCHR is committed to achieving
internal gender parity -particularly in management positions and field
posts. Specific budgetary and staff allocations will be made to ensure a
steady increase in the gender mainstreaming process until gender is
routinely taken into account in all placements and disbursements. "

During staff consultations, some UNOPS female professional staff expressed the
opinion that the gender mix of UNOPS reflects a historic structure. Women have not
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been placed in positions of authority in sufficient numbers. Female professional staff

in some cas~ felt that their opinions were not given sufficient merit.

The gender profile of UNOPS is presented in the following tabhm and diagrams. It is

clear that there is work to do to integrate women into management positions within

the organization, and to change the profile of the General Service staff as well to

integrate more males.

Exhibit 11 Professional

|5"/;

Exhibit 12 General Settees

Re~mmendation :No, 10: ,Staffing in the fun~m should take into ~nsideration

the need to address the gender imtmlar~ within the Professiomd and General
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Services staff groups within UNOPS.

Standardized Practices and Procedures

UNOPS is suffering from a number of Human Resource Management issues. There

are issues with leadership and management skills at important levels in the
organization. Weaknesses in these areas have led to staff morale problems with a

strong distrust of management agendas. This has been compounded by the lack of
management action on recommendations arising from the many studies on UNOPS.

The quality of UNOPS service delivery at the portfolio level is an essential aspect of
client satisfaction and future marketing. Portfolio manager responsibilities vary from
location to location within the organization, with the "trickle down effect" impacting

the responsibilities of other staff as well as the staffing allocations within offices.
Lack of staff training investment dollars has had a negative impact on maintaining a
consistent quality of service.

Recommendation No. 11: Management should carefully review tasks that are

being assigned to staff and ensure that these are consistent with job profiles.

Recommendation No. 12: Corporate-wide policies, procedures, tools and

templates should be updated or created and supported by professional
development training modules to ensure high quality, consistent levels of service
delivery.

Employee Performance Appraisal and Motivational Issues

In line with the internal divisional competition, due to the financial downward spiral

experienced by UNOPS over the past four years, concerns were raised by the clients
that the focus on dollar delivery targets has been emphasized to the exclusion of all

other "indicators of success." The focus on results inherent in the Millenium
Development Goals will influence donor requirements to report on results. As a UN

organization, UNOPS will need to consider ways in which to incorporate a results
focus into its business orientation.
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Recommendation No. 13: Additional "indicators of success "" should be
incorporated into the performance reporting requirements to broaden the
UNOPS focus on results for clients. These should also include internal support
functions to other offices~projects~etc.

The Annual Performance Appraisal Review (PAR) is seen as a pro-forma exercise

rather than as a valid and important management tool to provide feedback to staff on
strengths as well as suggested improvements. Performance review pilot projects

designed around broader indicators have been instigated in two of the divisions.

There appears to be no reward for good performance and no sanctions even when

major errors are committed and when performance seriously lags behind expectations.
There is a need for a performance assessment process with clearly defined standards

and measurable outputs that includes management as well as staff.

A more fundamental issue is the lack of trust between staff and management: staff in

some offices perceive performance appraisal "systems/pilots" as simply being new
ways to judge staffin a negative light. Both managers and staff must be clear about
the ways in which performance measurement systems can be used to communicate

positive features as well as to note areas for improvement.

Recommendation No. 14: Managers in all offices responsible for staff
performance appraisal reviews should receive concentrated training on the
proper utilization of performance review a,e a managament tool

Recommendation No. 15: Performance reviews should be given by staff on the
performance of managers (360 degree feedback).

Career paths are of particular concem to general services staff hired under local hire

rules in decentralized offices. With increasing client expectations, and reduced
resources, staff is working hard to meet their commitments. At the same time, they
feel that opportunities so advance within UNOPS are limited.

UNOPS does not incorporate staff mobility as one of its primary principles. Local
hire staff expressed the view that the organization could assist them to further their
careers by supporting them to access other jobs within the UN system.
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The career path issue should effectively be dealt with at the Executive Director level

when priorities and resources permit. There may be other options that have been tried
elsewhere within the UN system that may be applicable to UNOPS.

Recommendation No. 16: When time and resources permit, career paths for all
staff should be assessed to determine what solutions/career plans might be

possible.

Training and Workload Assignment

According to a recent report prepared by a joint employee/management group, the
human resources strategy at UNOPS is currently reactive rather than proactive. Only

limited investment is being made to equip the staff with competencies required by a

knowledge organization. Online training has only marginally benelited the staff,
especially those in the decentralized offices.

Staff expressed the opinion that they were being increasingly expected to take on
more responsibilities within projects - responsibilities for which they had received no
training. They expressed an interest in receiving training in a number of areas such as

procurement, loan administration, additional computer training, language training, etc.

Staff also stated that they need coaching and mentoring.

The issue of staff training is related fimdarnentally to staff tasking and workload
assignment by managers. Various degrees of"downloading" of managers’
responsibilities were observed during the course of the study, leading to a wide range
of managers’ expectations of staffcompetencies. Management and especially the

DHRM should carefully review tasks that are being assigned to staff to ensure
consistency with job profiles. This assessment will identify capacity gaps and provide

the basis for determining the types and levels of professional development/training
required within the organization.

Professional staff also expressed interest in ongoing professional development as a

way of both developing their skill sets and sharing information/knowledge with

others. The self-guided training module approach in the minds of many portfolio
managers is both time-consuming and does not allow interaction with others. For
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UNOPS management and staff, the value of professional development/training
activities is as much in the exchange between participants as it is in the content.

Strategic professional development and training programs will increase the flexibility

of UNOPS by building the skill sets available to the organization. As UNOPS begins

to realize the benefits in terms of time and resources to be gained from organizational

efficiency measures, additional time and money should be directed toward staff

training.

Recommendation No. 17: As resources become available, professional

development/trainingplans should be developed for managers and staff so as to

enhance the ability of UNOPS to deliver value-added services to clients. For

staff the plans could include field visits and other types of "hands-on ’" training

opportunities, if this could be accomplished without negative budget implications

and with client concurrence.

Performance Management and Accountability

Traditional accountabilities have focused on financial and operational activities (i.e.

efficiency measures) but this only gives part of the picture. Efficiency measures by

themselves are not sufficient to assess whether an organization is performing well.

New accountabilities require an equal emphasis on the non-financial aspects of results

and performance (i.e. effectiveness). The emphasis is increasingly on high quality

deliverables, effective management and service delivery, and the aehievernent of

stated results.

In the most general terms, accountability refers to the ownership of conferred

responsibilities and on the results obtained. To be accountable, an organization must

be clear about its goals, explain the strategies it will use to meet goals and associated

objectives, reveal the full costs of these strategies and report clearly on its actual

results. The organization must also report and explain any differences between

expected and actual results, and where results are less than expected, outline actions

taken and planned to improve the situation.

Since its inception in 1995, UNOPS has been diligently focused on its fiscal situation.

The next step is for the organization to focus as well on the effective mad efficient use
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of resources through strengthening performance management and accountability of
managers and staff throughout the organization. By ensuring that UNOPS

organizational goals and objectives are set, communicated, moasurcd and achicvcd,

UNOPS will be able to measure performance and manage towards success.

The overriding purpose of accountability and performance management/measurement

is to provide useful, relevant information that enables management to make informed

decisions that result in continuous improvement in service delivery. Improved

accountability at all levels in UNOPS will:

¯ Inform the organization how is progressing in terms of its goals and objectives;
¯ Influence the way staff and projects are managed; and
¯ Assist others to assess the progress and operations of the organization.

Governance Issues

In the Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) Report of 1998, a recommendation was made that

the Executive Board assign a separate segment of its sessions to UNOPS. To our

knowledge this recommendation was never adopted.

The role of the MCC (DP/1994/61 of Aug 19, 1994) was "to maintain and strengthen

the functioning of UNOPS as a self-financing entity working in a business-like

manner". "It should provide policy and management directives in the functioning of

UNOPS including the setting of operational policy, facilities, and monitoring of

t;ompliauce." Th~ MCC has dealt with a host of issues needing guidance and

clearance before being submitted to the Executive Board, including business plans,

procurement and contracting, information systems, risk management, relationship and
agreements with UN entities and UNOPS reorganization efforts.

The MCC composition was expanded in 2002 as proposed by the UN Secretary-

General in his note to the Board (DP/2002/CRP.5) to incorporate a few major clients

(IFAD and DPKO) as well as the Office of Legal Affaires (OLA) and the 

Controller, (the two latter as ex officio participants). The Board took note of the

establishment of this expanded MCC in its decision DP/2002/13 paragraph 10, of 27

June 2002.

The Users Group, which was also established, has met only once and is generally not
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considered to be effective.

In addition to the above, a Business Advisory Council was established, which
includes approximately fifty representatives of the private sector selected from around
the globe. The Council has not been very active, meeting only 2 or 3 times. In the

human resources area a number of initiatives have been taken by UNOPS with the

active support of Business Advisory Council (BAC), activities have been limited.
There may be more potential for using the BAC support in the future.

The future governance structure will depend ultimately on whether the Executive
Board endorses the continuation of the revenue dependency business model that
UNOPS has been following, an assumption that the Independent Review has made in

the completion of this study.

Given the above assumption, the govemance structure should be based on increasing
the independence of UNOPS from UNDP and from the UN administration while

continuing to ensure accountability and best business practices. The concept of
involving key UN users and some key external advisors in an expanded UNOPS
Board may also ensure that UNOPS remains responsive to the ongoing changes in the

UN system and to trends in international cooperation.

Recommendation No. 18: The MCC should continue but the UNOPS Executive
Director should become the Chair. Membership of the MCC should be revised to
ensure that a broader array of UN clients, users, and potential users be included,
and that members are of the competence and level to ensure that the fiduciary

and accountability responsibilities of UNOPS will be fulfilled.

Recommendation No. 19: The role of the MCC should be to provide strategic

direction in business development, to ensure best practices and to ensure that
UNOPS continues to be viable.

Recommendation No. 20: A separate segment of the UNDP Executive Board

should be created to deal with UNOPS. The Executive Board should recognize

its responsibilities for UNOPS in its title as Executive Board for
UND P/UNFPA /UNOP S.
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6.2

Recommendation No. 21: The role of the Executive Board should be to provide

oversight and to foster the continued development of UNOPS as a common

service agency. The Board should actively encourage UN agencies to use

UNOPS or allow UNOPS to compete on administrative and implementation

activities, and to avoid duplication by others of activities that should be

developed within UNOPS.

Financial Practices and Systems

6.2.1

This section of the report presents findings and recommendations related to the

UNOPS financial practices and systems. It should be noted that, unless otherwise

referenced, all fmarlcial data presented herein are from UNOPS Audited Financial

Statements for the biennial periods ended 1998/1999 and 2000/2001 and UNOPS

Financial Statements for the year ended December 31, 2002.

Overview of UNOPS Cost Structure and Financial trends

In recent years, UNOPS administrative expenditures have been in the range of $43

million to $53 million: $47.4 in 1999, $52.3 million in 2000, $52.8 million in 2001
and $43.5 million in 2002. In each of fiscal year 2000, 2001 and 2002 administrative

expenditures have exceeded income. The 2003 Business Plan projects total income

for 2003 of $44.7 million and expenditures of $43.9 million, with $ 0.8 million

surplus then available for replacement of the reserve.

Administrative expenditures over the last two biennial periods (1998/1999 and
2002/2001) and fll Fiscal 2002 have exlfibited the pattern illustrated in Exhibit 13.

Salaries, wages and benefits in the range of 62-68% of total administrative

expenditures; UN, UNDP and other UN agency service charges in the range of 12-

15%; general operating expenses (including rent) in the range of 10-14%; and other

administrative expenses in the range of 5-12%. "Other administrative expenditures"

includes: official travel, contractual services, supplies, furniture and equipment and,

for the biennial periods 1998/1999 and 2000/2001, and the costs associated with

IFAD loan supervision.
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,_gau~e.; ~OPS Audited Fi~{a| ~tatem~nts ~br th~ bi~um p~nods crated 199811999 and
20~Y0/200 ~ and UNOPS Fi~nc~M Statements for the year ended December 31, 2002,

Salaries, Wages and Ben~flts

~e major UNOPS admini~five expenditure is salari~, wages ~d b~efits.
Although L~NOPS manag~en~t has control ox~er thee costs in terms of numbers and
levels of staff, UNOPS does not have control over the pr~ri~d ~ salary levels and

b~efits.

A ~ent example where this inability to control impacted UNOPS operations was the
2002 decision by the General ~sembly ~o increase sMary, coupled, with increas~
cost of h,~ang adjustments as veil as effect of depreciation of the US dolt~ a~nst
major c~rrencies, which resulted in a 14% increase of cost. This unanticipated

increase created funding pre~ure in the range of $2 to $3 million. The situation was
worsened by the fact that LrNOPS was ddivering services on the basis of fee levels
d~ermin~ on the assumption of existing salary leeds.

UN, UNDP and Oil, e; UN Agen~ Charges

The second largest ~OPS administrative expenditure category is charges to WNOPS

for services provided by the ~, UNDP and other LPN agencies, In 2002, ~ese co~s
totaled $5.3 million (or 12% of total A~inistrative Expenditures), $3,1 million for
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central services provided by the UN and by UNDP and $2.2 for services provided by

UNDP country offices and other UN agencies.

UN Central Services

The United Nations provides several types of"central services" to UNOPS. These

services are provided under the terms and conditions of a formal reimbursement
arrangement. The cost to UNOPS over the last several years has remained fairly

constant and predictable: $2.8 million for the biennium ended December 31, 2001 (or
on average $1.4 million per year) and $1,036,249 for the year ended December 31,

2002.

The basis upon which the reimbursement agreement has been established and operates

is a best practice for such inter agency agreements. The agreement;

¯ Very clearly sets out the basis of all cost calculations, the cost drivers and
workload indicators for determining costs;

¯ Invites and ensures participation by all involved parties, including UNDP,
UNFPA and UNICEF, in the process of determining cost drivers and workload

indicators;
¯ Stipulates that the principle of proportionate sharing will be followed in order to

avoid the administrative burden of precise valuation;
¯ Stipulates that "in order to permit all parties to plan and incur expenditures based

on a known lcvcl of rcimburscmcnt, no adjustment will be made to billings"
except in special circumstances that would be mutually discussed and negotiated

by all parties;
¯ Assures all parties that any variances over 5% of the planned charges will be

explained in detail at the time of billing; and
¯ Includes a dispute resolution process.

UNDP Central Services

UNDP provides "central services" support to UNOPS in the area of finance (treasury)
and administration, human resources and information technology support. Total

charges by UNDP for these services has been $4.4 million for the biennium ended
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1999 (or on average $2.2 million per year), $4.03 million for the biennium ended

2001 (or $2 million per year) and $1.4 million in fiscal year 2002.

An umbrella MOU has been developed but is yet to be signed between the two
parties. The negotiation and agreement of actual services rendered and amounts

invoiced has been a source of much debate, discussion and friction between the two
organizations. From the perspective of UNOPS, the charges from UNDP have been
neither predictable nor transparent.

Over the last several years, the lack of clarity has contributed to several problems:

¯ Resource burden on UNOPS for dispute resolution;

¯ Difficulty of meaningful cost/benefit analyses for service delivery alternatives,

and,
¯ Computation of UNOPS overhead based on largely unknown UNDP central

charges.

To clarify the arrangement, limit the confusion and wasted resources, and to develop a
rational distribution of costs for services provided, UNOPS and UNDP have been

working for over a year to develop an umbrella MOU. As of July 2003, the two
organizations were still working towards one.

Key issues remain outstanding. For example, UNOPS’ 2003 budget, already
approved by the Executive Board, has estimated UNDP central services at $1.4
million. UNDP’s negotiating position is closer to $3 million, an amount that includes

additional charges for the biennium period 2000/2001.

As a cost recovery organization trying to operate on the basis of a sound business
model, UNOPS must prepare budget forecasts and business plans and implement
them. During the review, we were told that the two organizations might opt, for the

sake of having a legal agreement, to sign an interim "agreement in principle" with
pricing details left for resolution at a later date. UNOPS would enter into a fee for

service arrangement with unspecified costs and would be responsible for "new" costs
related to fiscal periods that have long since been closed.
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Furthermore, the MOU will only be in effect for the few remaining months of 2003.

The cost calculations will be based on IMIS-driven UNDP workflows and costs.
Once the new PeopleSoft system is implemented in 2003, the costs will need to be
revisited and a new MOU, or at least an addendum, negotiated.

Recommendation No. 22: The eventual MOU with UNDP for central services
must clearly stipulate the services to be provided by UNDP, the service
standards~levels to be expected, the basis upon which costs will be determined,

the cost drivers, the roles and responsibilities of each organization, and the
protocol for expeditious escalation and resolution of conflicts.

Recommendation No. 23: The UNOPS Executive Director should ensure that
the MOU includes sufficient detail to enable UNOPS to compare the cost

effectiveness of having the services provided by UNDP, to alternative
approaches. The information should then be used as a basis Jor fitture decisions

regarding the breadth of services to be provided by UNDP.

UNDP Country Office Services

At the request of UNOPS, UNDP country offices provide a variety of administrative
and other support in geographic areas where UNOPS does not have a physical
presence. The charges for these services have, in recent years, been as follows: $4.1
million for the biennial period 1998/1999 (or on average $2 million per year); $4.5

million for the biennial period 2000/2001 (or on average $2.2 million per year); and
$2.0 million for the year ended December 31, 2002.

The services vary by office and location, but might include, such services as payment
transactions (disbursements, journal vouchers, credit vouchers, etc.); staff recruitment

(including one or all of advertising, short-listing, interviewing, contract issuance,
payroll set-up); local driver’s license processing; travel authorization processing;
procurement; and customs clearance.

Until recently, the arrangement between UNOPS and UNDP country offices was

never detailed in a formal agreement. In most instances, the details were not
negotiated and agreed upon in advance. The lack of an arrangement for services to be
provided and the amounts to be charged to UNOPS contributed to frustration and the
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need for much discussion and negotiation between the two organizations. Often the

result was receipt by UNOPS of"surprise" invoices from UNDP country offices,

sometimes months after the services were provided and/or the proj eet(a) completed.

Further complications included:

A variety of cost calculation methods by UNDP country offices; and

Organization and presentation of invoices where identification of costs for specific

projects is complicated or impossible.

The result was considerable waste of UNOPS and UNDP country office resources

discussing and negotiating the reasonability of charges. Without information on the

potential cost, UNOPS could not make an informed decision regarding the most cost

effective approach to project delivery. Furthermore, because of the muddled

invoicing, in some cases, UNDP country office project related charges were absorbed

by UNOPS Administrative Budget.

UNDP and UNOPS have recently signed an MOU with regards to UNDP Cost

Recovery for Services at the Programme Country Level. The agreement, retroactive

to January 1, 2003, sets out a "Universal Price List" for standard services, with four

"cost bands", depending upon the location of the country office. Non-standard

services are not covered. Again, the cost implication of the agreement has yet to be

determined and the agreement will only be valid for the few remaining months of

2003.

UNOPS anticipates that the new MOU will pose a significant training and behavioral
challenge as UNDP Country Offices become familiar with the new and improved way

of doing business. However, based on preliminary calculations, the new agreement

may result in lower cost and charges to specific projects rather than UNOPS

Administrative Budget.

Recommendation No. 24: UNOPS Executive Director should take the necessary

actions to ensure, in instances where UNOPS requires "non-standard’" services

from UNDP country offices, that details of services to be provided and costs to

be charged, are negotiated in advance of services being rendered. The protocol
for such negotiations should strive to minimize the level of effort required by
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both UNOPS and UNDP personnel to establish affair and transparent

arrangement.

Recommendation No. 25" The UNOPS Executive Director should ensure that

any future disputes arising between UNOPS and UNDP Country Offices related

to this newly signed MOU are, in both theory and practice, resolved quickly with

minimal effort from both organizations, and swift escalation to higher levels.

Recommendation No. 26: A UNOPS policy statement shouM be prepared that

requires portfolio managers to use the newly created "’Universal Price List" as a

comparative base for determining the most cost effective approach to providing

UNOPS services.

General Operating Expenditures (including the Chrysler Building ren0

The third largest UNOPS administrative expenditure category is "General Operating

Expenditures". While this includes the usual general office expenses such as paper,

postage, supplies, and couriers’ services, the great majority of this expenditure

category is the rental cost of the Chrysler Building.

The decision to enter into the 15 year Chrysler lease was approved in 1998 by both

the MCC and the Executive Board. The cost of renting these premises throughout the

term of the lease is detailed in Exhibit below.
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Exhibit 14
Lease Costs for the Chrysler Building

Period of Lease Office Premises, based Storage Premises (3,374 Total
on Base Rate only square feet)

(76,241 square feet)
Oct. 1999 to $3,316,483 p.a. $118,090 p.a. $3,434,573 p.a.
Oct.2004 (reps $43.50 per annum (reps $35.00 per annum

per square foot) per square foot)

Nov. 2004 to Oct. $3,621,447 p.a. $118,090 p.a. $3,739,537 p.a.
2009 (reps $47.50 per annum (reps $35.00 per annum

per square foot) per square foot)

Nov. 2009 to $3,926,411 p.a. 8,242 p.a. $4,054,623 p.a.
Oct. 2014 (reps $51.50 per annum ~s $38.00 per annum per

per square foot) square foot)
Source: Lease Summary, 405 Lexington, L. L. C., as of January 29, 1999

The Independent Review did not include a comparison of the current Chrysler
Building rental rates versus New York City market rates, or an assessment of the
analysis leading to the initial decision. Instead, given the forward-looking nature of
the review, the issue of required versus available space was explored.

According to UNOPS facilities management personnel, the current occupancy picture

is as follows:

¯ UNOPS personnel--70%;

¯ Sub-leased--20%; and
¯ Vacant-- 10%.

With respect to sub-leasing, UNOPS may sublet up to 25% of the premises to UN-

related organizations. In 2002, and 2003 UNOPS facilities management personnel
have been actively marketing the availability of the Chrysler Building office space to

UN organizations. As of June 2003, UNOPS expected sub-lease income of just under
$1 million per year. More sublets or renting to non-UN organizations would require
approval from the landlord or breaking the lease. In the event that UNOPS should

choose to break the lease, UNOPS would be liable for the monthly rental until some
new tenant is found and the cost of clearing out the premises in readiness for the new
tenant.
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Given the current staffing levels of UNOPS N Y, the size of the rented premises,
recommendations to relocate staffto lower cost venues, and a more aggressive stance
is required by UNOPS to alleviate the considerable financial strain of the Chrysler
Building lease. Efforts by UNOPS and or the landlord could result in lessening
UNOPS’ financial obligations.

Exhibit 15 below illustrates several potential scenarios. These were used in
simulations to determine the longer-term viability and sustainability of UNOPS.

Exhibit 15

Potential Sub-lease Scenarios
Scenario scenario Scenario

#1 #2 #3
A. # of UNOPS Personnel located in New York City 150 100 75
B. Space Required for UNOPS (ba~ed on 75 ~quoae foot 11,250 7,500 5,625
"Universal Units" per person)
C. Space already sub-let (approx. 84 "Universal Units") 6,225 6,225 6,225
D. Estimated space not available for office space (e.g. halls, 22,872 22,872 22,872
washrooms, conference rooms, common areas, etc.)--Say 30% of
76,241
E. Total space required (E=B + C +D) 40,347 36.597 34,722
F. Total space available for sub-lease (F=76,241 sq. ft. - E) 35,893 39,644 41,518
G. Potential additional income (or decrease in rental expense)--- $1.6 $1.7 $1.8
based on, say, $43.50 per square foot, thelst 5 year base rate (G=F million million million
x 43.50)

Recommendation No. 27: UNOPS develop, in consultation and negotiation with
the landlord, as required, a much more aggressive strategy to either sub-lease a

substantial portion of the Chrysler premises for the long term or to break the

Chrysler lease.

Recommendation No. 28: The Executive Board, depending upon the specific

strategies recommended by UNOPS management, assist in communicating and
encouraging the availability of Chrysler Building space to other UN
organizations.
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The UNOPS Reserve

As at the end of tile Fiscal Year ended December 31, 2002, the UNOPS reserve was

$4.2 million. The projected balance as at December 31, 2003, based on the 2003

forecast approved by the Executive Board is $3.2 million.

The initial UNOPS reserve level was initially established following the UNDP

practice at 20% of the annual administrative budget, and funded by a transfer from

unspent income carried forward from prior years. The Executive Board subsequently
changed the formula to 4% of the combined admin and project delivery for a given

year. Exhibit 16 below shows reserve transactions during the period fxom January 1,
1998 to December 31, 2002.

Exhibit 16

Reserve Transactions: 1998-2002
Reserve transactions 1998-1999 2000-2001 2002 Total

($ Millions) ($ Millions) ($ Millions) ($ Millions)

Balance of reserve at start of period 21,424,503 17,381,501 5,028,954
Current period surplus/(excess) 
income over Admin Expenditures
Savings on prior period obligations
Relocation project
Information systems project
Host government contributions and
expenditures
Costs of staff separation entitlements
Provision for doubtful accounts
Balance of reserve at end of period

14,130,895
1,016,352

(14,108,129)
(4,063,084)

(1,018,772)

17.381.765

(11,496,501)
3,239,367

(3,0O6,338)

($1,089,339)

5,028,954

97,100
695,723

68,391
(I,116,276)

(557,196)
4.216.696

211424,503

2,731,494
4,9511442

(14,108,129)
(7~069,422)

(2,039,720)
(1,116,276)

(s57,196)
4:216:696

Thc recommended lcvel for the reserve is discussed as part of the Bushaess Model.
Further simulation of reserve usage is part of the assessment of UNOPS viability and

sustainability.

6.2.3 IMIS and UNOPS financial systems

UNOPS’ current financial practices and systems do not meet the information needs of

the organization or of its clients. The diagram on the following page illustrates the
systems. The current suite of systems used to record and produce UNOPS financial

information includes:
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¯ IMIS, the Oracle-based financial system used by UNOPS, UNDP and other UN

agencies.
¯ IOView, the financial system used to upload, review and approve expenditure

transactions from UNDP Country Offices. Once approved the transactions are

downloaded to IMIS.

WINFOAS, the financial system used by UNDP country offices to record

expenditures, including those made on behalf of U NOPS projects:

¯ Funds Control, the system used to monitor and manage project budgets based on

information manually input at the start of a project and expenditure information
downloaded daily from IMIS;

¯ Navation, "Shadow Budget", PMO System, and various other stand alone

systems;
¯ Various excel templates, used to format information exported from Funds Control

into the format required by UNOPS clients; and

¯ BRIO, the IMIS reporting module.

There are a number of major concerns related to UNOPS’ current financial systems

and processes.

Timeliness: On account of the current requirement to involve multiple parties,
multiple systems and multiple locations, financial information related to expenditures
made via UNDP country offices or Imprest Accounts (representing approximately
40°,/o of UNOPS administrative and project expenditures) are not recorded in IMIS on
a timely basis. Despite recent improvements with the transfer of administrative
processing responsibility to the Asia Office, a time lag of between 1.5 to 6 months

(average of 2 to 3 months) exists between the time the expenditure is incurred to when

the expenditure is recorded in IMIS.
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Obligations
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/ expenditures
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as required

Exhibit 15: Overview of UNOPS Financial Systems
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Project Financial Reporting: Client reporting needs are not being met by the

current financial system. Currently, official client reports are generated by the
Finance Branch in New York either directly from Funds Control (based on
manually input project budgets and daily uploaded expenditure information

from IMIS) or from Funds Control information that has been exported into
specially formatted excel spreadsheet templates. A general perception among

UNOPS operations personnel is that Funds Control is not capable of producing

timely and accurate financial information in the client requested reporting
format, especially for non-UNDP clients. However, the view of UNOPS IT

and finance personnel is that IMIS/Funds Control information could easily be
created, manipulated and formatted to meet client requirements if, during the
fee negotiation stage:

Client reporting requirements were clearly communicated by operations
personnel to Finance and IT personnel; and

Finance, IT and operations personnel worked together to plan what

additional actions, if any, would be required during the coding of
expenditures and or what new reporting templates would be required to

meet client reporting needs. At the same time, consideration of any
additional actions required to meet new or enhanced reporting requirements
could be considered as part of fee negotiations.

Reliability: Operations personnel do not believe the information recorded in

IMIS is reliable.

Proliferation of parallel financial systems: All UNOPS offices outside New

York t-tin various parallel financial systems to meet day-to-day operational and
financial reporting needs. Maintaining these systems require considerable

regional resources and confuses UNOPS clients who receive different reports
from local offices and from Finance Branch in New York.

Recording of Income: Income is not automatically calculated within IMIS.

Availability of Project Budget status reports: Project budget information is

not recorded in IMIS.

Accessibility and Ease of Use: Some regional offices have limited access to

IMIS due to UNDP-related technical issues.
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Overall, IMIS is viewed by many UNOPS operational personnel as being a

cumbersome and non-user friendly system. Although this perception may
simply be due to lack of training, the perception remains.

Recommendation No. 29: The UNOPS Executive Director should take the

necessary actions to ensure that the implementation of ERP/PeopleSofl is

properly planned, resourced and carried out so that that the many

deficiencies of the current IMIS-based system are addressed.

Recommendation No. 30: The UNOPS Executive Director should ensure

that the issue of the continued need for the current suite of UNOPS "black
book" or "shadow" systems is explored and addressed as part of the move

to ERP/PeopleSofl.

Recommendation No. 31: UNOPS ensure, as a matter of corporate

policy, that the financial reporting requirements of clients are well

understood prior to acceptance and start of the project so that actions can

be taken to ensure client needs are met.

6.2.4

Recommendation No. 32: UNOPS take the necessary actions in both the

interim period, and post PeopleSofl, to institute a more business like and

periodic approach to monitoring and managing income and expenditures.

Such an approach must be based on timely and accurate information.

UNOPS Approach to Costing

In flae words of many UNOPS personnel, "’UNOPS does not have a costing
system that makes sense." The review team members concur with that

observation.

Historically, the approach to costing by UNOPS has been to use the PMO

Costing System. The PMO Costing System is an archaic, misunderstood and

inaccurate system that attempts to calculate the UNOPS cost of a project and

determine the fees required to cover that cost. It is generally described by

UNOPS personnel as "meaningless".

The "per diem" cost information in PMO is a 10-year-old estimate of total

UNOPS administrative costs divided by the number of portfolio managers.
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The various inpm factors such as "complexity" and "substantive" factor are ill

defined and inconsistently applied. The practice in UNOPS is to force the
system to produce a pre decided fee level.

Recently various divisions within UNOPS have begun using new methods of
costing based on an improved version of PMO, costing of projects based on

anticipated tasks, level of effort and some variation of salary costs or per diem
rates and application of a blanket overhead rate such as 2.2 times salary cost.

Geneva for example has developed a more effective model.

Although each of these newer approaches are indeed improvements towards
obtaining better cost information, none of these approaches will meet the need
for:

Increasing information and transparency for donors and clients;
¯ Meaningful cost information for internal management and resource

allocation purposes; and,
¯ Improvement of costing estimates.

UNOPS must establish a costing system that is based on the direct costs of the

salary and benefits of personnel involved in delivering the service, the direct
costs of other expenditures incurred by UNOPS on account of the project and a
reasonable mark-up based on "what the market will bear".

Although, overall, UNOPS must plan to produce some total targeted amount
based on projected overhead costs, not every project can realistically be

required to meet some targeted "one-size fits-all" overhead rate. Such an
approach is arbitrary in a competitive market situation, since the impact would
be to reject otherwise good business opportunities that covered direct costs but

did not meet a standardized and corporate-driven overhead rate.

On a project-by-project basis, UNOPS’ costing approach should be based on a
set of realistic and meaningful tasks for each project and calculation of the

direct cost of personnel and expenditures required for the project. Using this

approach does not preclude quoting fees to clients in terms of a percent of
project expenditures, since that is the long established terminology.
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Exhibit 17

Example of costing based on UNOPS activities and level of

effort
Task and Phase # of days of # of days of # of days of other

Portfolio Manager Procurement UNOPS support
Effort Specialist staff

Planning Phase
Task #1: Scoping study X X X

Task #2: etc. X X X

Execution Phase
Task #1 : Procure xxxxx X X X

Task #2: etc. X X X

Task #1: Prepare financial reports X X X

Task #2: Prepare progress reports x x

Task #3: etc. X X X

Project Wrap-up Phase
Task #1: Prepare final project report × x x

Task#2: etc. X X X

Total level of effort xx days xx days xx_days

Per diem (based on direct costs/# of SX SX SX

available work days plus appropriate mark-
up)
Total personnel cost Sx ~x Sx

Other project expenditures/disbursements SX ~X ~x

bourne by UNOPS
Total cost of project (i.e. Total fees to be $x
charged)

6.2.5

Recommendation No. 33: UNOPS should move toward3 a ba3is of project

cost calculation that is based on level of effort, costs incurred and an

overhead rate that is reflective of market condition and risk to the

organization.

Project Acceptance and the PAC Process

Currently the decision to accept/reject potential business for UNOPS is

managed by the "PAC" (Project Acceptance Committee") process. The PAC

consists of a mix of senior and middle management representatives from both

corporate and operational divisions. The objective of PAC, as explained by the

Chairman of PAC, is to review the costing of the proposed project, to assess the

risks involved in delivering the proposed project and to decide which UNOPS

division should be given responsibility for the project. Although it is the
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opinion of a few UNOPS senior management representatives that the PAC

process "works well", many others (senior and middle management, as well as
operational personnel) feel the process is arbitrary, inconsistent, and prone to
bias and personal favoritism.

The current PAC process is not well respected because there are no formally

documented criteria to support PAC decisions, the proposed costs (produced by
the PMO System) presented to PAC are, in the opinion of most, are
questionable and there is no set process for when projects should be submitted

to PAC.

UNOPS, as a cost recovery operation, must have a very business like and
strategic project acceptance regime. The process and criteria must be
comprehensive and address the fact that UNOPS must build and maintain a

reputation for being client focused and for providing cost-effective and quality
service.

Recommendation No. 34: UNOPS should revamp the current project
acceptance process into one that is based on the assessment of a

comprehensive set of criteria and carried out in a more efficient, business-
like, professional and transparent manner.

6.2.6 ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) PeopleSoft

In 1999 UNOPS, along with UNDP, implemented the UN-developed financial

system IMIS. The implementation of IMIS was, in the opinion of many
UNOPS personnel, frustrating and painful both for UNOPS personnel and for
UNOPS clients.

As at January 1, 2004, UNOPS, as well as UNDP and UNFPA will continue to
use IMIS until at least January 2005 for the administration of compensation and
benefits of their international staff on 100/200 series of contracts, including

payrolling. IMIS will also continue to be used for the administration of travel
entitlements for all travel initiated from New York (the latter being a decision
made by UNDP against the advice ofUNOPS). UNOPS, along with UNDP and
several other UN agencies, will "go live" with the first seventeen modules of

PeopleSoft, a well-known, commercially available Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system. The move to PeopleSoft is being led by UNDP.
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Although at face value UNOPS has been involved, many concerns have been

expressed by UNOPS both about the extent to which UNOPS has been able to
provide input and direction to the project and the level of effort and focus

UNOPS personnel have been able to commit to the project. Although a senior
UNOPS representative has been assigned responsibility for managing the

implementation process, this responsibility is a part time duty on top of an
already full role.

UNOPS personnel involved in the project acknowledged that, for the large part,

the benefits are unknown.

In "Understanding PeopleSoft 8", Lynn Anderson of Cap Gemini Emst and

Young US, points out that:

Some common reasons why companies fail to receive value from their ERP
implementation are:

¯ Inadequate benchmarking of current status and no business case for
implementation,

¯ Inadequate resources in terms of human andfinancialplansfor the major

transformation, and
¯ Not having management support and a change managementplanfor the

transformation.

UNOPS must ensure that it does not succumb to the above common reasons for
a potential failure.

The review team has identified a number of other issues and concerns with the
ERP implementation process:

ERP implementation responsibilities assigned are part time and inadequate.

The decision to implement the system for UNOPS was not made on the
basis of an analysis of the business model, business processes and

information needs; identification of gaps, weaknesses and opportunities; an
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6.2.7

assessment of the extent to which the proposed system could meet those

needs; and a cost/benefit and return on investment analysis.
,, Relative to other UN partners involved in the implementation, UNOPS’

senior management has had limited involvement in the project.
¯ Without sufficient senior management understanding of and support for

such a massive initiative as implementation of an ERP system, the
likelihood that any real change will be effected or benefits recouped from
the investment are reduced.

¯ The decision to implement seventeen modules at once is high risk in the
opinion of both PeopleSoft and the consulting firm working with UNDP,
UNOPS and the other UN partners.

Although the system will go live on January 1, 2004, UNOPS is still

identifying existing work flows and determining the implications and changes,

have not developed a contingency plan, is training people on a "need to know"

basis, has not identified existing "shadow systems’ that should be included in

the process and has not developed a new UNOPS Chart of Accounts.

Recommendation No. 35: UNOPS should immediately conduct an ERP

implementation "readiness~risk assessment’" in consultation with the system

integrators, as required, to identify the highest technical, business and

human risks as well as opportunities to UNOPS.

Recommendation No. 36- Once the readiness~risk assessment is completed

the UNOPS Executive Director should ensure that sufficient resources are

made available to address the issues raised.

Financial Practices, Policies and Procedures

The IRT noted that the current set of UNOPS financial policies and procedures

has to be updated. A project to update the policies and procedures was in

process in recent years, led by LPSD. The project was put on hold given the

impending ERP implementation and business process review.

In the past, lack of an updated set of financial policies and procedures has

contributed to the development of different approaches to financial processing

across divisions, development and use ofparaUel financial systems, and a range

of policy interpretations across UNOPS, and a lack of accountability.
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Recommendation No 37: The complete suite of UNOPS financial

policies and procedures should be revamped and developed to support
good financial principles.

Examples of the types of issues that should be addressed include: the rules,
requirements and roles and responsibilities for recording obligations and

income, the forecasting of expenditures and income, carrying out delegated
financial authorities, preparing and presenting financial information to clients,
and monitoring and managing administrative and project budgets.

Recommendation No. 38: UNOPS should work towards establishing
or buildi’ng processes and an environment where corporate policies and

procedures, especially those related to financial transactions and
financial management, are well understood and consistently applied.

6.3 Procurement

Procurement is a central part of the services offered by UNOPS to intemational
clients. Fees for procurement of goods and commodities are a major source of

revenue.

6.3.1 Procurement Practices

UNOPS purchases a wide range of goods, works, equipment, commodities and
consulting services for international development and humanitarian projects on
behalf of various international organizations and govemments. Traditionally

procurement breaks down into 1/3 procurement of goods and equipment, 1/3
procurement of services and 1/3 contracting of personnel - the latter not being

part of the procurement process but rather a personnel/HR function). The staff
of procurement specialists and assistants in various divisions procures globally
from manufacturers, distributors, re-sellers, agents, consulting firms,
individuals, and non-government organizations and leaming institutions.

Project portfolio managers acquire consulting services and works in a highly

decentralized manner.
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In Copenhagen, UNOPS staff procures goods and commodities for the

Japanese Procurement Program, consulting services financed by the Nordic

Fund, and a wide range of products for the Govemment of Peru.

During the financial crisis of 2002, the procurement support section in New

York was drastically reduced resulting in the elimination of technical
procurement backstopping. An additional barrier to enhanced efficiency is the

outdated and cumbersome financial system ofpre-encumbrances and payment
used by UNOPS.

To clients, UNOPS wishes to be known for efficient, low cost procurement
services of commodities, goods and equipment and services from individuals
and consulting firms. Mandated by clients to spend public funds, UNOPS is

expected to be accountable and cost efficient.

The international business community expects UNOPS staff to be accessible
and that the procurement process will follow fair and transparent rules. Since
the funds spent on procuring goods and services are public funds, UNOPS is

expected to follow international public procurement standards.

UNOPS has to strengthen its procurement function to meet state-of- the-art
international public procurement and contracting standards compared with
other agencies of the UN system. During the course of this review, a number

of issues related to the procurement process were identified. These are
discussed below.

6.3.2 Reporting structure

The positions and titles of procurement professionals and support staff vary

widely and are, at times, inconsistent. At headquarters and in field operations,
procurement specialists and procurement support staff report to portfolio
managers. These report to regional thematic or regional division chiefs.

The context of decentralization of the decision process without strong oversight
reduces the cost effectiveness of the procurement activities. Among these are:
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Limited exchange of procurement information between divisions on
qualified vendors, contractor performance, professional best practices and

lessons learned;
¯ Duplication of information gathering and systems. UNOPS created two

separate UNOPS web sites at headquarters and Copenhagen PPS to inform

potential suppliers about upcoming business opportunities;
¯ No possibility of consolidated purchase efforts to achieve volume

discounts;
¯ No institutionalized information sharing processes or common data bases

which would allow vendors to identify areas within UNOPS potentially
interested in their products and/or services;

¯ No procurement backstopping from Headquarters or between divisions;
¯ Potential for abuse of authority and poor procurement decisions by

portfolio managers and division chiefs; and,
¯ Lack of transparency of the procurement process.

6.3.3 Procurement Process

The UNOPS procurement process should strike a balance between demands of

clients needing timely purchasing of goods, works and services and the need to
meet the high standards of public procurement.

Our review of the procurement process suggests that generally UNOPS has met
this challenge. Nevertheless, improvement to the process could effectively be
made:

Ability to plan what will be purchased. Since portfolio managers do not follow
a project management approach to delivery, contracting is not included in the
planning. Close consultations with client and a rigorous project management

methodology would assist project managers to define what will be purchased,
and a calendar as to when the goods and/or services are required and
communicate it to procurement staffwell in advance.

Inadequate information technologies in support of procurement. E-
commerce solutions should be developed wherever possible. There is no
organization-wide roster. UNOPS procurement staff and portfolio managers
have individual approaches to source requirements. Only the Copenhagen
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office systematically advertises expression of interests and contract award on

its web site.

UNOPSprocurement manual. The current manual is out of date and its
content shared among staff. It is not on-line and promulgated as the source of

reference for all procurement operations.

Responsibility for consulting services contracting. The current process does

not always provide sufficient notice and visibility.

Central Registry. UNOPS should develop and maintain a central registry of
procurement and contract files.

6.3.4 Procurement Training

Few members of staff involved in procurement of goods, works and contracting

services have had formal professional development in the area of public
procurement. Of twenty-nine staff members (procurement assistant, specialists
and project portfolio managers) who agreed to discuss procurement issues for

the purpose of this Review, less than half had academic training in contract
and/or supply chain management. The balance of staff members interviewed
learned their skills on the job. The absence of a unified formal training and/or

certification program provides grounds for inconsistencies in practices.

6.3.5 Accountability and Transparency

The UNOPS structures and business processes need to be strengthened to better
support accountable and transparent procurement and contracting. Efforts made
by staff, as for example internal procedures and tools developed in

Copenhagen, to improve quality and to make the process transparent, have not
been adopted system wide.

There is a need to improve statistical reporting. PRAC reports consistently on
its procurement reviews (recommendations over 100K). Such procurement

represents over half of procurement activity. Statistics on procurement
activities under this threshold are collected manually at the division levels. This
results in slow reporting and incomplete procurement statistics.
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6.3.6 Recommendations

In order to render UNOPS procurement services more economic, efficient and

effective, the following recommendations are made:

Recommendation No. 89: The procurement of goods, works and

contracting for services shouM be a UNOPS core competence, following

international public procurement standards, low cost and responsive

professional publicprocurement service and should use state of the art

procurement and contracting processes supported by information

technology and E-commerce.

Recommendation No. 40: Responsibility, authority and oversight for

procurement of goods and services should be centralized, reporting to a

chief of procurement services. Delegation of operational authority should

be assigned to specific positions or persons, at the regional or project
level, to meet specific client needs for timelines, efficiency and

effectiveness. The delegation of authority should be subject to specific

financial and duration limits.

Recommendation No. 41: Professional personnel engaged in

procurement should have formal procurement training and should

demonstrate competence and ability to conduct professional procurement.

Recommendation No. 42: UNOPS procurement professionals should

encourage, and actively promote, cooperation with other procurement

offices of the UN, in particular IAPSO, to take advantage of existing

prices, terms and conditions negotiated under any supply arrangement

with UN suppliers.

Recommendation No. 43: The change management team for the

introduction of ERP systems to UNOPS should include a senior

procurement officer with strong information technology background to

ensure that the new systems fully support procurement operations and

incorporate E-commerce processes.

Recommendation No. 44: UNOPS procurement professionals should

devise and produce a web-based UNOPS procurement handbook and a
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UNOPS proeurement-training program. Changes and updates to the new
manual and training requirements should be promulgated.

Recommendation No. 45: UNOPS should consider formalizing an
arrangement with IAPSO with a longer-term view of reducing overlap and

duplication between UNOPS and UNDP operations.

6.4 Assessment of Viability of Self-Financing

The scope of this review included development of a cost model to project
various scenarios of UNOPS operations in order to assess the viability of the

organization.

To test various scenarios and assumptions, a detailed Excel simulation model
was constructed. The model includes a breakdown of administration costs to
the level of line item by division. Personnel costs are broken down to numbers
of personnel in each classification category by division. On the revenue side,
project income is projected by division, by individual, numbers of projected

chargeable days and percentage mark-up. Each of the variables may be

manipulated individually, in groups, by division or for UNOPS in total.

The viability of UNOPS business model as a self-financing entity within the
UN system and in the context of a volatile business environment was assessed.
The team members proposed and discussed various scenarios based on the
market assessment and a review of UNOPS systems, processes and operations.

Potential scenarios assessed as being most likely based on events outside the
aegis of UNOPS and/or achievable based on whether or not they appeared
doable were tested using the model.

6.4.1 Overview of Scenarios

Potential Markets

In the short term and in the absence of immediate improvement to revenue

potential, the various scenarios simulated were based on the perceived
immediate need to:
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¯ Further reduce cost through structural change to flatten and rationalize the

organization;
¯ Realize efficiencies by streamlining and standardizing processes, improving

resource allocation, and improving resource and knowledge sharing; and,

¯ Further decentralization of operations to less expensive venues and the

outsourcing of a number of nomcore functions.

Revenue

To establish potential revenues, the relationship between workload, time and
revenue was examined to the extent feasible. Assumptions were made with
respect to organizational efficiency. In addition, the information gathered from

a survey of a sample of Portfolio Managers was used to assess organizational
impacts. Various parameters related to restructuring the organization were
incorporated into financial simulations of UNOPS operations.

Cost Structures

The costing structures at UNOPS were reviewed. Costs associated with
personnel, employee and contractor benefits; fees and service costs paid to
organizations such as UNDP, occupancy costs, and a number of other overhead

areas were assessed and related to efficiency of the organization. Of particular
importance in this regard was the potential impact of the new ERP (PeopleSoft)

system.

6.4.2 Financial Simulations of Viability

The first runs of the EXCEL model were used to recreate the financial position
as shown in the 2003 Business Plan. Details of organization structure, current
personnel levels and locations, current revenue calculations based on PMO

described level of effort, current expenses in various locations, etc. were used.
Once the model formulas were calibrated to faithfully reproduce the

information contained in the Business Plan, some scenarios, based on the
existing revenue, organizational and cost structures were simulated.

It should be noted, that although detailed analysis and logical assumptions were
made in calculating the amounts in these simulations, the calculations are only
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intended to be for illustrative purposes of "ballpark what-if scenarios" based
on general principles and directions, rather then as detailed budget forecasts

based on concrete management decisions.

Potential Scenarios

Exhibit 18 below compares UNOPS’ projected 2003 financial forecast to three
scenarios or "what if" situations:

Scenario 1 displays what happens if the existing 2003 forecast is adjusted for
staff costs and ERP costs to incorporate the organizational restructuring

proposed in the report. Clearly if the revenue situation does not change, a $1
million cost reduction will be required to offset these costs.

Scenario 2 displays what happens ifUNOPS invests 5% of revenue to
implement staff training and 5% to also commence replenishing the reserve.
The combined $4.45 million in new costs in addition to a $500 thousand
contingency will have to be offset by operating cost reductions of $4.9 million.

Scenario 3 displays what will happen if income drops from 7.3% to 7% in
addition to the funding of training (5% of revenue) and additions to the reserve

(5% of revenue). In this case, operating costs must be reduced by $6.2 million.

Finally, Scenario 4 indicates that if income drops from 7.3% to 6.5% and if
UNOPS wishes to contribute (5% of revenue) to training and (5% of revenue)

to rebuilding the reserve, operating costs will have to be reduced by $8.4
million to compensate.
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Exhibit 18
Overview of Potential Future Scenarios and Calculation of
Required Cost Reductions

Scenario #1 Scenario #2 Scenario #3 Scenario #4
Scenario #2 Scenario #2

Expend., Expend.,
Forecasted Adjust 2003 & 7% & 6.5%

2003 Expenditures Income rate Income rate
$ $ $ $

Income

Project Income 35,300,000 35,300,000 33,908,000 31,486,000

Service Income 8,200,000 8,200,000 8,200,000 8,200,000

Other Income (Rent) 1 000 000 1 000 000 1 000 000 1 000 000

Project Delivery 484,400,000 484,400,000 484,400,000 484,400,000
Fee Rate 7.3% 7.3% 7.0% 6.50%

Total Income A 44,500,000 44,500,000 43,108,000 40,686,000

Administrative Expenditures

Status Quo Admin Expenditures 44,477,345 44,477,345 44,477,345 44,477,345

Training (est. as 5% of revenue)
Reserve Contribution (estimate as 3-5% of
revenue per year)

2,225,000 2,155,400 2,034,300

2 225 000 2 155 400 2 034 300
Total Administrative Expenditures
(including contribution to reserve)

Reserve Transactions

B 44,477,345 48,927,345 48,788,145 48,545,945

Staff Separation Costs 300,000 0 0 0

ERP-related costs 700,000 0 0 0
Miscellaneous---Cushion/TBD 0 500 000 500 000 500 000
Total Reserve Transactions C 1,000,000 500,000 500,000 500,000

Total Expenditures (Administrative plus D=
Reserve Trangaction~) B 4- C 45,477,345 49,427,345 49,288,145 49,045,9/15
Net surplus/(deficit) Including
Contribution to Reserve

Amount of Required Cost Reductions to
cover all Expenditures (including
Contribution to Reserve)-Rounded

E~

A-D ~ (,4~927~345) (6;180:145) (8r359;945)

$1 million $4.9 million $6.2 million $8.4 million
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6.4.3 Assessment of Viability

As explained in the Marketing section of this report, the most likely trend at

present is for some further decline in UNDP business. However, ifUNOPS can

reduce costs and improve its quality of service the decline may be avoided.

While there are also growth opportunities for UNOPS within UNDP, especially

in the global progtmns, the development of this business and the volume of

non-UNDP activity will require proactive market development.

Accordingly, the team regards the potential for greater project volume as longer

term, dependent on reduction of cost and enhancement of efficiency, together

with an active program of marketing. The extent to which the UNDP volume

can be replaced with non-UNDP business is not clear at present.

Furthermore, in the longer term, UNOPS must begin a program of reinvestment

in some of the activities suspended since the financial crisis. In order to

maintain the level of project implementation services that is currently being

carried out by UNOPS and to prevent further erosion of that business, the

organization must reinstate programs of investment in systems, training and

business development through promotion and marketing. There is also the

necessity of generating a sufficient level of surplus to replace the depleted

operational reserve.

For purposes of simulation, a conservative figure for projected revenue was

selected. A training budget equal to 5 percent of revenue or $2.25 million was

applied. Business development costs were projected at 3 percent of revenue or

$1.3 million per year. Replacement and upgrading of systems was budgeted at

$2 million, a modest reinvestment for an organization the size of UNOPS.

Rebuilding of the reserve to the level of approximately one quarter of

operations or $10 million, over a period of eight to ten years, would require
targeting a surplus of about $1.2 million.

Therefore, for UNOPS to be viable and sustainable, the administrative expense

budget would have to increase by approximately $6 to $7 million per year. In

the current situation, with current revenue not meeting current administrative

expenditures, the organization is neither viable nor sustainable. There is a
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pressing need to reduce the current cost structure so that funds may be

reallocated to reinvestment and rebuilding UNOPS.

Cost Reduction Options

There are a number of cost reduction options open to UNOPS management. A

number of them were simulated using the Excel model. The options and the
potential cost reductions associated with each are described in Exhibit 19.

These options are also discussed in the various specifically applicable sections
of the report.

Exhibit 19

Potential Options for UNOPS Cost reductions
Option Estimated Cost

Reduction
Relocate majority of NY based P level positions to geographic offices $500,000
Relocate majority of NY based G level positions to geographic offices $1,900,000
Relocate financial services to Kuala Lumpur office $1,100,000
Decrease NY based Division Chiefs $1,000,000
Increase efficiency by pooling portfolio administration resources, $900,000
resulting in 2% cost saving
Increase efficiency by 5% by standardizing processes, reducing double entry and reducing $2,250,000
duplication of effort through effective introduction of PeopleSoft
Estimated additional cost savings from contracting out some UNDP provided services in $350,000
Finance & Admin and increase use of JPO’s/intems
Reduced Cost $8,000,000
Additional rental income from sub-letting additional available Chrysler Building space $1,000,000

TOTAL $9,000,000

Applying these options and using the various parameters developed for the

simulations scenarios, the following picture emerges:
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Project Income

Service Income

Other Income (rent)
Additional Rent (see table)

Total Income

$33,900,000

$ 8,200,000

$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000

$44,100,000

Current Admin Expenses $44,500,000
less Estimated reduction (see table) $ 8,000,000
plus Estimated reinvestment $ 5,000,000

Total Admiu Exp. $41,500,000

Under the scenario of cost reduction fluough rationalization aud flattening of
the organization along geographic lines, relocating staff to less costly venues

and contracting out some functions, UNOPS can be viable and sustainable.

The development of a plan to enhance economy and efficiency would be a very

useful means of promoting business and making UNOPS the implementing
agency of choice within the UN system.

The above scenario allows for the rebuilding of the reserve by targeting an
excess of revenue over expenses of about $3 million. The targeting of such a
level of rebuilding, that is approximately 10 percent of project revenue, would

be considered modest in the private sector where variability of revenue is more
a fact of life. Normal targeted reserves in the management consultancy sector

would be in the range of 30 percent.

Needless to say, the extent of the above rationalization and organizational
redevelopment will require careful planning. Accordingly, a change
management team should be appointed to develop more detailed plan related to

the selection and scope of the most promising and feasible options.
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Improving the Business Model and
Moving Forward

This section presents an overview of the major changes recommended by this
report to the current UNOPS business model. As well, a suggestion for the first
steps in moving forward is also included.

7.1 Business Model Impacts and Changes

As noted in Section 4 of this report, Accenture, the management consultancy,
points out, in defining business models, that the selection of a business model

entails a number of mutually interdependent implications. These implications
create a set of imperatives for management of the organization.

In describing the UNOPS business nlodel in Section 4, it was noted that at the

time of its transformation into "a separate and identifiable entity in a form that
does not create a new agency", a business model for the new UNOPS was
defined. Some of the various conditions and restrictions of the new business
model were:

¯ Revenue dependency - UNOPS was to be wholly dependent on the
revenues generated for services provided.

¯ UNOPS would remain ’within the UN system’ delivering services in
partnership with UNDP and other UN operational agencies.

¯ It would work through UNDP field offices.
¯ UNOPS could not do any ’fund raising’ on its own.

It was also noted that, while the business model was intended to be based on
file revenue dependency discipline of suitable private sector models, there are
notable differences, some of which have mitigated against the viability of

UNOPS and its capacity to live within its revenues. Three weaknesses in the
UNOPS business model are the relationship of fees and level of effort, the

control of costs commensurate with fee income and the fragmentation of the
organization resulting in intemal competition.
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Other differences, such as the necessity for UNOPS to work through UNDP
and to use UNDP systems are also highly restrictive and inhibit the capacity of

UNOPS to generate sufficient revenue to cover its cost by restricting the
numbers and kinds ofprojeets available to UNOPS. Furthermore, the
restriction on UNOPS, which prevents the agency from working directly with

potential clients outside of the UN system, has resulted in unnecessarily

complicated arrangements in some cases and has increased overall project
delivery cost.

There are a number of options available to address the situation in which

UNOPS currently finds itself. One such option is to abandon the current
business model and return UNOPS to a funded agency within the UN system.
Another possibility would be to adapt a "mixed" model of cost recovery, rather
than revenue dependency, as is in place at Consulting and Audit Canada.

A third, and in our view, a better option would be to more closely follow the
revenue dependency model. However, it must be emphasized that this option
has implications as described in the various parts of this report. Revenue
dependency requires a capacity to carry out operations in a businesslike
manner. It also requires the loosening of restraints and the removal of barriers

to the provision of services.

There is a fundamental decision required.

Recommendation No. 46: The Executive D#’ector a’hould seek
confirmation from the Executive Board that the revenue dependency
business model, together with all its implications in terms of changes.

removal of barriers and lessening of restrictions should be the approach
to establishing long-term viability and sustainability of UNOPS.

7.1.1 Clarification of the Business Model

The Business Model should be understood and accepted by all staff. Not all
UNOPS and other UN agency staff clearly understand the true implications of

revenue dependency.

The SMF Review Report questioned the viability of UNOPS business model as
a self-financing entity within the UN system. Doubts were expressed as to
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whether 1 INOPS would remain viable as a self-financing entity within the UN

system.

However, despite these doubts, neither staff nor clients interviewed for this

review questioned the possibility of UNOPS not continuing with the same
business model. The 2003 Business Plan opens with a quote from the
Secretary General reiterating support for UNOPS. Clients regularly expressed

the view that an independent UNOPS is an essential feature of the UN system.

Reference was frequently made to the importance of the UN culture as a
consideration for the review.

Thus, it does not appear that the implications of a revenue dependency business
modcl arc fully understood by UNOPS staff or by clients. Were UNOPS ttxtly
a private sector consultancy, there would be no question that continuation of
the status quo would result in serious consequences for the organization and the
people in it.

The competitive nature and cost recovery features of UNOPS were clearly

defined by the Secretariat when UNOPS was established as a separate entity.
Recommendations of some earlier reviews that would limit competition and
direct projects to UNOPS have been rejected. Nevertheless, there appears to be

a widely held belief that UNOPS will not be allowed to fail. There might be
minor disruptions but careers and jobs at all levels would be maintained. This
belief in the ultimate survival of UNOPS and the expectation of limited
personal consequences for staff or managers considerably reduces the

perceived need for change.

A precursor to and central feature of a UNOPS business model must be the
certainty that UNOPS would indeed be allowed to cease operations with the

attendant redundancy of all staff and managers.

Recommendation No. 47: The UNOPS Executive Director should make

clear to all staff and management the potential for and serious
consequences of insufficient commitment to participation in a change
management process designed to revitalize UNOPS.
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7.1.2 Enhancement of Viability

Changes should be made to make the organization less vulnerable to external

pressures and changes in the business environment.

While the market analysis shows that there is a strong potential for UNOPS to

secure additional project work and revenue, this potential is predicated on

UNOPS being able to demonstrate improvements in project management

efficiency and effectiveness. In the absence of immediate improvement to

revenue potential, as the projected budget for 2003 demonstrates, there is an

immediate need to further reduce cost through structural change to flatten and

rationalize the organization, further decentralize operations to less expensive

locations and to outsource non-core functions, where cost-effective.

In this report, a number of recommendations are made that would make

UNOPS viable and sustainable. However, "change management" is required to

effectively make the recommended changes in a planned and orderly or

systematic fashion and to implement new methods and systems without major

disruption to the organization.

The changes to be managed lie within and are controlled by UNOPS.

However, they must be made so as respond to the changing clients, shifting

trends and influences in the market for UNOPS services and other external

factors over which little or no control can be exercised.

Contemplated changes must remain within the limitations imposed by the UN

system and regulations. However, care must be taken to distinguish between

UN norms, rules, and regulations as against tradition and inertia. That ’we
have always done it this way’ cannot be accepted as an impediment to change.

Recommendation No. 48" In order to ensure an anticipatory or proactive

response to the changes anticipated by this report and to mittgate the

inevitable resistance to change, UNOPS should prepare a change

management plan detailing the sequence of events and responsibilities for

ensuring that each activity is adequately addressed.
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7.1.3 Setting Fee Levels

There is a requirement to make the process of fee setting more transparent to
clients and thus to ensure that they see the value added of UNOPS services.

Many of UNOPS clients, with the notable exception of IFAD, as described

below, continue to put downward pressure on UNOPS fees, passing on pressure
from donors and in reaction to budgetary pressures of their own.

Trends toward direct execution result in the retention by clients of the less

complex projects, leaving the more difficult and time consuming ones for
UNOPS. Several reviews of UNOPS operations have noted the trend to greater
complexity in projects given to UNOPS to manage.

There is a strong tradition in the [IN system of charging administrative fees for
project management and implementation based on a percentage of the overall
delivery value of the project. The origin of the practice appears to be related to
resistance by donors to project management and implementation expenses
beyond an arbitrary, but agreed, percentage being retained by the agency
delivering the project.

While it is reasonable to establish a maximum level of acceptable overhead for
projects based on a percentage of the project’s overall cost, the reverse, that is,

setting the fee for project implementation based on that maximum acceptable
level, is perverse and seriously distorts the relationship between fee level and
level of effort. This may be seen in UNOPS by the very wide differences in the
’profitability’ of the various divisions.

This method of fee setting is even more perverse where the maximum

percentage is split between UNOPS and the agency requiring project delivery.
For example, the traditional maximum percentage allowed for project

’overhead’ within UNDP, we are told, is thirteen to fifteen percent. By process
of inversion, this becomes the basis of the implementation fee, which is split

between UNOPS and UNDP in cases where UNOPS is the implementing
agency. Again by tradition, the split varies between seven and ten percent for
UNOPS with the balance retained by UNDP.
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To continue the example, as direct execution becomes more commonplace, the

less complex projects remain with UNDP. Additionally, budgetary pressure

requires UNDP to press for lower implementation fee rates despite the rising
complexity of the projects being turned over to UNOPS for management and
implementation.

Generally, UNOPS staff and management regard the fee establishment
methodology as acceptable. It is claimed that, based on long tradition and on

the law of averages, fee levels set as a percentage of delivery throughput are
viable. As the variability of results among and within divisions demonstrate,
tradition and average are very poor substitutes for assessing the level of effort

required to accomplish the necessary tasks associated with project management

and implementation and charging fees accordingly. Furthermore, as projects
grow increasingly complex and difficult to manage and implement, a
percentage-based fee becomes more and more unattractive.

For UNOPS, a business model, which provides for the establishment of fees for
service based on traditional, average percentages of project throughput costs is
neither transparent, viable nor sustainable. Such fees cannot be defended in
negotiations with clients.

Furthermore, in negotiating with clients, UNOPS has a major disadvantage in
using a percentage based fee structure. For other UN agencies, management

and implementation costs based on a percentage of the value of project
throughput are non-transparent. Agencies have the ability to shift personnel
and other costs from administrative to project budgets obscuring the real cost of

project management and implementation. UNOPS fees, expressed as a
percentage of project throughput cost, are subject to spurious comparison.

With respect to per diem rates in the consulting and services industry, there are
a variety of approaches to calculation. The intent of all calculations is to cover
direct and overhead costs, and of course, in the private sector, to also cowr a
profit margin or return on investment. Per Diem rates are usually determined
on the basis of a formula similar to:

Individual’s Salary and Benefits + Total Overhead to be covered during the
period
# of Days expected to be chargeable during the period
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Based on current overhead costs and chargeability assumptions, UNOPS is

suggesting application of an overhead rate of 2.2. This rate does fall within a
reasonable range, when compared to, for example, private sector firms where

per diem rates range from 1.5 to 4 or 5 times the salary and benefits of
personnel. An example of public sector requirements or expectations is the
approach used by CIDA (the Canadian International Development Agency),
which limits international consultants to a maximum overhead rate against

salary cost only, of 2.5 to 2.8.

Another caveat that UNOPS must consider in developing per diem rates is the
fact that the implicit assumption in the determination of per diem rates,
especially in the private sector, is that the salary level of each person is

commensurate with his/her skill set and the salary level is one that has been set
based on market conditions. Therefore, in the case of a private sector firm,

application of an overhead rate against that salary, together with an assumed
chargeability rate is likely to result in a rate similar to competitors.

In a public sector context, where marketable skill sets are not directly linked to
salary level or where skill sets are not matched to the task at hand, the resultant

per diem rate and proposed cost of client service may be neither logical, nor
competitive. In such an organization, a more appropriate approach would be
based on costing projects using activities and the cost of carrying out these
activities. This is the approach suggested for UNOPS in Section 6.2.4 above.

Recommendation No. 49: The UNOPS business model shouM be based
on fees established related to the level of effort required for the delivery of

services.

Recommendation No. 50: To support the fee for service business model

concept, UNOPS should introduce a system to track time for project
related activities.

Recommendation No. 51: The UNOPS business model shouM include the
preparation of fee for service proposals for projects.
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7.1.4 Revenue and Expense Targets

UNOPS has operated under the UN system of budgeting on a biennial basis.

The biennial budget is updated on an annual rolling basis.

Traditionally, a ’delivery’ target was set. This delivery target, the projected
value of project flows through, and then became the basis of an income
projection. Estimated income is based on three sources, project income
expressed as a percentage of project value, service income and other income.

An operational expense budget was established based on the availability of the

projected income.

The events related to the business downturn in 2000 and 2001, which led to the
budget crisis in 2002, indicate that this type of revenue and expenditure
planning process is insufficiently sensitive to changes in the clients’

environment and demand for UNOPS services. To remedy the more evident
shortcomings, in 2003 UNOPS has focused on the accuracy of delivery and
income forecasting. In addition to adapting more conservative predictions of

delivery, a monthly monitoring of performance against plan has been
introduced. UNOPS 2003 Business Plan intimates that UNOPS has received
agreement from the Management Coordination Committee and the Executive
Board to provide a budgetary forecast based on a one-year rather than a

biennial program budget and forecast.

The new process is more sensitive to market conditions but it remains rooted in
the projection of delivery. Income is projected on a monthly basis related to the
value of delivery expected over the course of the year. Income is thus a
notional amount while salary, benefits, rent, utilities, and all other operating
costs are actual amounts. If any of the income generating projects are delayed,

postponed or cancelled, there would be an income deficit. After a twenty two

percent reduction in administrative expenses, there are practically no remaining
discretionary expenses in the budget. The 2003 Business Plan notes that the
challenge for the year will be to ensure that administrative costs are covered by

income.

A UNOPS business model featuring revenue dependency and fee for service
based on level of effort for services provided would necessitate a different

planning process. Projected ’guaranteed’ revenue would be based on signed
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contracts for services and the fees to be paid for those services. Additional

’hard’ and ’soft’ revenues would be based on outstanding proposals and the
status of negotiations or the expectation of their becoming contracts.

Although UN procedures are such that project funds are available at the outset
of a project, a ’cash flow’ budget would be created corresponding to the level

of effort and the attendant fees agreed to and budgeted for the project.
Administrative expenses would be set in relation to the projected cash flow,

albeit notional.

Recommendation No. 52: UNOPS business model shouM progressively

reflect a system of projecting revenues related to contracts and proposals
for fee for service and agreed level of effort.

Recommendation No. 53: UNOPS should reflect the discipline required

in revenue dependent business model by limiting administrative expenses
to the available notional cash flow related to expended level of effort in
project delivery.

7.2 Business Model Enhancement

7.2.1 Operational Reserves/Revolving Fund

For a private sector style business model, continued financial health requires
considerable flexibility in the control of expenditures. On a temporary basis, a
private sector firm must have a capacity to weather a downturn in the market,

absorb the excess cost on a temporary basis and restore the amounts ’borrowed’
during the downturn when the market recovers or once the firm has adjusted to

the new market conditions.

The business models of most consulting fimas use a ’line-of-credit’ facility to

accommodate short term declines in revenue, allow for delayed receivables,

make adjustments to personnel or expense levels, etc. One rule-of-thumb
suggests that the line of credit should be sufficient to cover operations for one
financial quarter.
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Because of the UN accounting and budgeting system, described elsewhere in
this report, there has not been a need for an operational reserve revolving fund

to act as a line of credit to sustain operations during the year. The reserve acts
primarily as a means of meeting budgetary shortfalls at year-end.

However, by adapting a more market oriented revenue dependency approach to
the UNOPS business model proposed herein, UNOPS would be faced with

more realistic market type discipline on notional cash flow. That is, UNOPS
would have to stay within realized income from the delivery of fee for service.

While the revenue would continue to be notional under UN budgetary and

accounting processes, nevertheless, the progressive monthly draw down or

addition to an operational reserve revolving fund would strengthen the market
type discipline and act as a key organizational performance indicator.

Recommendation No. 54: The UNOPS business model should include the

discipline of an operational reserve revolving fund line of credit. The line
of credit drawdown also serves as a key operational performance
indicator.

According to the 2003 Business Plan, UNOPS has at present "no margin for
error in meeting delivery and income targets". Furthermore, the plan

recognizes that there will be a significant challenge to ensure that
administrative costs are covered by income.

The business plan states that staff and corporate development were drastically
reduced. Staff training has been reduced to ’on-line’ courses. Introduction of a
planned knowledge management program has been deferred indefinitely. Even
so, the plan shows that UNOPS reserve will be reduced once more to just over
three million dollars. As noted above, the rule of thumb used by private sector
revenue dependent consulting firms would suggest that UNOPS should have a

strategic reserve revolving fund of approximately ten million which would
serve as the equivalent of a line of credit.

Recommendation No. 55: The UNOPS business model should set as a
target the rebuilding and maintenance of a strategic reserve revolving
fund of approximately ten million dollars.
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l ;NOPS hag gone through a period of adjustment and radical reduction of
administrative cost. Nevertheless, according to the 2003 business plan, the

budget projects for the balance of the year indicate that a further draw down of
approximately one million from the operational reserve will be required for the
year. It will be a struggle to cover administrative expenses. The plan also
states that current staffing levels may not be sustainable for UNOPS to retain a

stable workforce.

Thus, while UNOPS is struggling to bring expenses down to a level
supportable from revenues, that status has not yet been reached. Furthermore,

market study and analysis indicates that there is considerable likelihood that the
market will decline further, both in terms of overall project numbers and in
revenue per projeet, before the market potential of new clients and projects may
be felt.

In the meanwhile, all reinvestment in personnel, systems, training and
knowledge management have been suspended indefinitely. The depth of the
problem is illustrated by the level of investment in the ERP PeopleSoft

initiative where UNOPS appears to be unprepared for the underlying major
change in operations. Only $170,000 have been set aside for PeopleSoft
training of staff on a ’need to know’ basis. Moreover, staff is asked to train
themselves using on line training software.

Clearly, this situation is not viable for the long term. UNOPS must have the
capacity to reinvest in training and systems. And, over the long term there is a
need to begin the process of rebuilding the operational reserve so that it may be
used as a revolving fund.

Recommendation No. 56: To restore the long term viability and
sustainability of the business model, UNOPS should establish target
amounts for promotion, reinvestment, training and rebuilding the
operational reserve and incorporate these into the administration expense

planning and budgeting process.

7.2.2 Bridge Financing

In the assessment of the viability of self-financing or revenue dependency, it

was emphasized that the current overhead cost structure of UNOPS is too high.
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A number of cost reduction options were presented. Were all of these options

exercised, UNOPS would be in a good financial position. Revenues would

more than cover expenditures and the organization would be rebuilding an
operational reserve to serve as a revolving fund or line of credit to support
operations.

However, realistically, the recommendations for flattening and streamlining of
the organization and for relocating some functions and positions to lower cost
venues will require some time to implement. The enhancements to efficiency

and effectiveness that will result from resource pooling and sharing, from

contracting out and from introducing PeopleSoft will only be gradually
introduced as systems and processes are standardized, promulgated and
accepted by management mad staff.

The need to immediately increase investment in a change management plan and

implementation team for the introduction of PeopleSoft and the training of
personnel in its use is very likely to deplete the balance of the operational

reserve. In all likelihood, UNOPS might enter into the next financial year with
totally depleted reserves. The agency will also be facing the additional costs
associated with the changes needed to create a more viable, sustainable
organization.

Were a private sector business in such a situation, it would seek short term
bridge financing for implementing the changes. A strong business case could
be made for the restructuring and the restoration of financial health. If the
UNOPS business model is confirmed by the Executive Board, then UNOPS

would also have a strong business case for requesting bridge financing.

Recommendation No. 57: The Executive Director should seek bridge
financing to cover the cost of restoring the financial health of UNOPS and

ensuring the viability and sustainability of the agency.

The financing could be in the form of a repayable contribution added to the
operational reserve revolving fund. The terms, conditions and accountability

for the draw down and reimbursement of the bridge financing should be very
specific, directly related to the restructuring and be limited to a specific period
for the restructuring as set out and costed in the change management plan for
UNOPS.
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7.2.3 Organizational Restructuring

In Section 6, a number of issues conceming the present organizational structure

of UNOPS were discussed. Multiple divisions based both geographically and

thematically are engaging in unhealthy competition for projects and

positioning, leading to a fractured organizational structure. The resulting

negative impacts on staff and clients are untenable for the UNOPS of

tomorrow.

There is a requirement to fundamentally restructure UNOPS to focus on

clients’ needs, and to meet these needs through effective marketing and project

execution work practices. UNOPS provision of services must be seamless to

the client.

Underlying Principles

Transforming an organization involves more than just moving to a new

structure on the organization chart. Successful world-class organizations focus

on optimizing core work processes and promoting responsiveness, agility and
knowledge sharing. Artificial organizational barriers, ponderous approval steps

in a decision-making process and lack of appropriate information at each

organizational level severely constrain performance.

UNOPS clients and staff, as well as financial analysis conducted for the

Independent Review, identified the need to streamline UNOPS by

reducing/rationalizing the number of divisions. The manner in which the

divisions are characterized must also be reconfigured to ensure that project

implementation takes place in the most cost-effective way possible. The

challenge is to restructure the costly and confusing layering of geographic and

thematic divisions/units into a cohesive new organization.

The Independent Review Team is recommending the following organizational

structure for UNOPS. The assumption behind these recommendations is that

action will result in:

,, Reducing confusion among clients

¯ Sharpening focus on client service and quality delivery
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Unifying UNOPS with one mission and one culture, and

Creating a high performance organization strategically aligned to meet the
project execution needs of the future.

The current thematic and geographic divisional structure is unnecessary.
UNOPS should be restructured into five geographic divisions, one
headquarter/corporate division, and a small number of processing centres.
Administrative and processing fimctions, for the most part, should not be
located in New York City. Instead, such functions would be transferred to less

expensive locales, such as Kuala Lumpur and possibly Copenhagen.

Geographic Divisions

The Independent Review Team believes that the geographic divisions should
be as follows:

Asia Division (Kuala Lumpur);
¯ Europe Division (covering Eastern Europe and the Middle East, currently

located in Geneva, but other locations like Copenhagen or Rome could
perhaps be considered)

¯ Africa 1 Division (Nairobi);
¯ Africa II Division (Dakar); and
¯ New York Division (Americas, plus Thematic Expertise Clusters);

With respect to the geographic division, each division should be led by a senior
manager, who has the requisite delegated authority to "run a business", but who
must also operate within corporate policies, guidelines and other directives. It
is imperative that the senior manager be given both the authority and
accountability to run his/her respective business unit. Personnel working in
geographic divisions should repol-t directly to the regional senior manager, but

might perhaps take policy direction or use tools provided by NY corporate

headquarters. Regional managers would then be responsible for determining
where out posted project offices should be located (or marketing offices) within
their geographic sphere.

Although the majority of personnel involved in delivering projects in each
geographic region would most likely also be physically located in the region,
there may well be instances where the client would prefer that the project
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manager be located elsewhere, for example, closer to the client head office.

The decision of which staff should be physically located in each region must be
determined only after a thoughtful and detailed cost/benefit analysis of each

existing UNOPS portfolio. Although the portfolio manager could, for example,
be physically located in the New York Division, the requirement to deliver a
project in the Asia region would be organized through simple communication
and discussion with the Regional Manager to discuss details related to

allocation of required regional resources to the project, required
communication mechanisms between the New York Manager and the Regional

Chief/Director, and confirmation of the income split between the two divisions,

based on level of effort expended.

The senior manger responsible for each of the five regional divisions should be
held accountable for, and appraised on, the basis of such things as:

¯ Effectively planning, monitoring and achieving an annual approved
business plan that is in line with the overall UNOPS corporate strategy and
plan;

¯ Making effective use of regional resources by:

> Using an appropriate mix of permanent, fixed, casual and temporary
personnel; and

> Balancing workload among regional resources but at the same time
ensuring that tasks and responsibilities are assigned to personnel based

on job descriptions, skill sets, level/position, and career
growth/professional development aspirations

¯ Providing regional resources to support project delivery co-managed with
portfolio managers from the specialty clusters in New York, as required

¯ Sharing regional resources, as required to assist project delivery
requirements ensuring that all work carried out by the organization is

based on fees negotiated on the basis of level of effort (i.e. a costing based
on anticipated activities and the per diem cost ofpersormel involved in
providing the service--direct salary costs plus an appropriate overhead
markup determined based upon "what the market will bear"

¯ Ensuring that the division complies with all corporate policies and
guidelines, tools and templates;

¯ Distributing and sharing regional best practices with the rest of the
organization (likely through the intranet);
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¯ Identifying and developing business opportunities for his/her regional
office as well as for other regional UNOPS offices;

¯ Liaising with and maintaining relationships with UNOPS clients located in
the region;

¯ Developing and growing UNOPS personnel;
¯ Using corporately prepared UNOPS marketing materials (that may need to

be tailored to meet specific regional client requirements; and
¯ Ensuring that all client deliverables produced by the regional office meet

or exceed the standards set by UNOPS corporate headquarters.

The New York based Americas Division and the Geneva based Europe and

Middle East Division would, in addition to geographic responsibility also host
specialty expertise for areas such as mine action, environment, and

rehabilitation and reconstruction. These specialty expertise groupings would
support geographic regions, and could be responsible for providing the focus
for a knowledge network in specific technical areas, available to all of UNOPS.

Corporate Division~Headquarters

The second New York division should be the Corporate Headquarters. The

core functions of Corporate Headquarters should be:

¯ Policy direction for Finance and Administration, Legal, Procurement, IT,

and Human Resources;
¯ Monitoring and ensuring compliance with corporate policies, guidelines,

standards, etc.; and
Client liaison with UN and other client organizations located in New York
City.

The personnel at Corporate Headquarters should be a small contingent focused
only on strategy, planning, and development of policy, procedures, guidelines,

templates and tools to effectively support the regional divisions in client
service. Administrative and processing functions should be kept to a minimum
in the New York location.

Given the above, the Independent Review believes that a lot of the transactions
processhlg and specialized information technology projects can be distributed
to other Divisions, especially K.L. in Malaysia, where costs are much lower.
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The implications for UNOPS are therefore, a slimmed down corporate
headquarters in New York, with corporate functions and marketing occurring in
each division as appropriate, and with processing and systems development

distributed to the most cost effective division

7.3 Priorities for Moving Forward

This report contains fifty-six recommendations. They range fi:om the general,
such as seeking a change to the UNOPS mandate to permit implementation of

projects and programs on behalf of recipient governments, to specific
suggestions such as managers should receive training on the proper utilization
of performance reviews as a management tool. The obvious first order of
business for the new Executive Director is related to how to proceed with
revitalizing and rebuilding the shattered moral and depleted finances of

UNOPS.

The following paragraphs offer a suggestion for the first steps in moving

forward.

7.3.1 Confirmation of Business Model

As noted at the outset of this section, it is the view of the independent review
team that UNOPS is viable and sustainable within the limitation and the
independence of a revenue dependency business model. Such a model,
reasonably applied, would limit UNOPS to living within the revenues
generated by clients. The clients would have to see value-for-money and

receive good service.

However, the revenue dependency model must allow UNOPS a certain degree
of independence in its application. Revenue dependency has a wide range of
implications as described in the various parts of this report. Above all, revenue
dependency requires a capacity to carry out operations in a businesslike

manner. It requires the loosening of restraints and the removal of barriers to
the provision of services by UNOPS.
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The first and most fimdamentnl first step therefore, must be taken by the

Executive Board. The Executive Director should, in the first instance, seek
clarification from the Board that the revenue dependency business model,

together with all its implications in terms of changes, removal of barriers and

lessening of restrictions, is confirmed as the approach to take to the long term

viability and sustainability of UNOPS.

However, a simple confirmation that "UNOPS should be revenue dependent" is

insufficient. The confirmation must include reference to some of the

implications of the removal of barriers required for business like operations that

are included in the various recommendations under marketing, organization,

financial systems and procurement.

7.3.2 Costed Change Management Plan

On the other hand, providing UNOPS with assurances of support and

confirmation of the principles of revenue dependency could have disastrous

results if UNOPS does not undertake considerable change to the organization,

cost reduction, operations and the development of a rational market

development program.

There are fundamental changes required to flatten and reshape the organization

and to considerably reduce the overhead related to a top-heavy structure. There

are costs associated with unnecessary staff concentration in New York, a very

high cost option, while much of the project work is undertaken in the field.

The introduction of PeopleSoft will fundamentally change operations.

Development of business should be rationalized along geographic line~ and

internal, destructive competition to support delivery targets, with only tenuous

relation to income, should be eliminated.

To effectively make the changes contemplated by this report in an orderly and

systematic fashion, while minimizing further damage to internal morale and

external client relations, will require setting up a change management team and

preparation of a change management plan. To ensure an anticipative or

proactive response to the changes and to mitigate against the inevitable

resistance to change, the change management team must be selected to ensure

unbiased review of the issues related to the required changes.
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The change management plan should detail the sequence of events and

responsibilities for ensuring that each activity is adequately addressed. The plan
should be openly and actively discussed by change management team members
who must be perceived as impartial to overcome deep seated mutual mistrust

between staff and management of UNOPS.

In order to proceed to the third and, perhaps, most crucial step of the
suggestions for moving forward, the cost implication and the timing of each of

the events and actions, detailed in the change management plan, should be fully
developed. This will serve three purposes. It will provide UNOPS with;

¯ An action plan against which progress and the performance of personnel
responsible for particular elements of the plan may be monitored;

¯ A budget and cash flow schedule for the changes; and
¯ The basis for a business plan, which could be presented to the Executive

Board in support of a case for bridge financing.

Such a business plan must detail the scope and timing of organization and
relocation changes and investment in training and systems. It must include
timing, cost and cash flow projections related to UNOPS operations, the

expected draw and repayment schedule for reserve funds. The new business
plan should be a prerequisite of discussions with the Executive Board on bridge
financing.

7.3.3 Bridge Financing

The third suggested initial step is to raise the money required to fund the
change process. While in the longer term, the review team believes that

UNOPS should be able to reduce operating costs by approximately eight
million per year, that result, based on projected model scenarios and estimates,
will require some time to realize.

In the meanwhile, there is a requirement for immediate investment in
personnel, systems and training to meet the looming deadline associated with

the introduction of PeopleSoft. Furthermore, there increase investment is
needed for a change management plan and implementation team. As noted
above, these financial needs will very likely more than deplete the balance of
the operational reserve.
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However, the review team believes that a strong business case could be made

for restructuring and restoring the financial health of UNOPS. The UNOPS
business plan, discussed above and based on a well founded change
management plan, detailing changes and showing the cash flow implications,
should be the foundation of this strong business case for requesting bridge

financing.

Once the new business plan for change is ready, the Executive Director should

seek a UN source of and support for the necessary bridge financing to cover the
cost of restoring the financial health of UNOPS and ensuring the viability and
sustainability of the agency.

As noted above, tile bridge financing could be in the form of a repayable

contribution and added to the operational reserve revolving fund. The terms,
conditions and accountability for the draw down and reimbursement of the
bridge financing would be as outlined in the business plan for change.

This section of the report has set out suggested next steps for the new
Executive Director on how to proceed with revitalizing and rebuilding UNOPS.

Without confirmation of the UNOPS business model as a true revenue
dependency with its implications for businesslike operations, UNOPS will be
severely limited. Without a strong commitment to changes in organization,
cost reduction, operations and the development of a rational market
development program, UNOPS will simply be delaying the inevitable. Without

a business plan for change supported by specific activities, responsibilities and
aecountabilities, a strong business case for rebuilding cannot be made to

support bridge financing.

Perhaps then, these initial steps should be considered as preconditions to the
renewal of UNOPS and its restoration to financial health.
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Appendix A: List of Documents

General
¯ UNOPS Briefing
¯ 2000 Annual Report. Good Works, Principals - Practice.
¯ 2001 Annual Report. Why are we here?
¯ Executive Board of the United Nations Development Programme and of the

United Nations Population Fund. Annual Report of the Executive Director on
the activities of the United Nations Office for Project Services, June 2003.

¯ Note of the Management Coordination Committee of UNOPS, September 2002
¯ Executive Board of the United Nations Development Programme and of the

United Nations Population Fund. Role and Functions of the UNOPS
Management Coordination Committee and Report of the Executive Director on
ways of Establishing the office as a separate and Identifiable Entity, August
1994.

¯ 2002 Comprehensive Planning Exercise: Budget, April 2002
¯ Meeting with Mr. Gerald Walzer, January 2003.
¯ UNOPS. 2003 Business Plan, May 2003.
¯ Deck: UNOPS Reform Project - A Blueprint, February 2002.
¯ Deck: UNOPS Reform Project - Presentation to the UNOPS Management

Coordination Committee, March 2002.
¯ Executive Board Meeting Notes, June 1994, October 1994
¯ Note to the Executive Director, a.i. on the Ress Division
¯ UNDP Evaluation Office. Evaluation of the Relationship Between UNDP and

UNOPS, December 1999.
¯ Joint Inspection Unit. UNOPS: Broader Engagement with United Nations

System Organizations, Geneva 1998.
¯ UNOPS: Independent review pertaining to the business model and related

issues of the United Nations Office for Project Services, January 2003.
¯ Terms of Reference for an Independent review of the United Nations for

Project Services, September 2002
¯ UNDP Fifth Annual Funding Meeting, June 2003
¯ Juan Lula Larrat, Mission Report to Argentina, May 2003
¯ Argentina Portfolio: An Overview, 2004
¯ UN Conference on Trade and Development, The Least Developed Countries:

Escaping the Poverty Trap, 2002
¯ The Ten Essential Elements of the UNOPS Strategy
¯ 2003 Portfolio Review of Lac Unit, Africa I, Africa II, RESS, and Copenhagen.
¯ The UNOPS Management Co-ordination Committee (MCC) and the Users

Advisory Group (UAG)
¯ Action Plan Project Approach to UNOPS Reform
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¯ May 2, 03 presentation "Peoplesofi/ERP--Enterprise Resource Planning System
for UNOPS"

¯ Lac Division--miscellaneous documentation related to the financial status of
LAC

¯ UN-UNOPS Reimbursement Agreement for Central Services
¯ UN-UNDP draft agreement for Central Services
¯ Report by Joint Inspection Unit: support Costs related to extra budgetary

activities in organizations of the Un systemexample MSA agreement

PMO workload Related
¯ PMO--Discussion paper on new Geneva version of PMO
¯ PMO--Geneva version--Guidelines to the UNOPS fee Assessment and

Workload System
¯ PMO--discussion paper on inadequacies of current version
¯ PMO--Example print out of input screen
¯ PMO Workload documentation (old version)

Human Resources
¯ Downey Associates International Inc. Leadership Development Training Needs

Assessment, July 2000.
¯ Operations Division Chief’s Retreat: Facilitator’s Comments, July 2000
¯ Operations Division Chief’s Retreat: UNOPS New York Operations Division

Chief’s Retreat, June 2000
¯ Mohsen Bel Hadj Amor, Standards of conduct for the international civil

service, January 2002.
¯ UNOPS Staffing Data
¯ Staff members against administrative budget
¯ Conduct in the Workplace, March 2001
¯ UNOPS and International Civil Service Commission Code of Conduct, January

2002
¯ Analysis of Generic Job Profiles, April 2003
¯ Job Profiles
¯ UNOPS Generic Jon Profile Project, January 2001.
¯ Performance Management Development System
¯ UNOPS Performance Management Development System: Guidelines for

application in the Pilot offices in Copenhagen and Kuala Lumpur.
¯ Current UNOPS PAR Form
¯ Geneva Organizational Chart
¯ Chart listing all UN system agencies
¯ UNOPS Staff Management Forum: SMF-StaffConsultations, December 2002
¯ OPS Staffing Lists
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¯ May 2, 03 presentation "PeoplesoflJERP--Enterprise Resource Planning System
for UNOPS"

¯ UNOPS-UNDP MOU on the joint Implementation of the ERP Project

Financial
¯ Executive Board of the United Nations Development Programme and of the

United Nations Population Fund. Risk Management and Surplus Income, May
1997.

¯ UNOPS Admin budget
¯ Bisrat Aklilu email: Ongoing Monitoring of Delivery and Income Projections,

April 2003.
¯ KPMG Consulting. UNOPS Validation of Key UNOPS 2000/2001 Financial

Parameters, February 2001
¯ UNOPS Financial Regulations and UNDP Financial rules
¯ 2001: Revenue and expenditures by Division--plus some overhead allocations

to get income by division
¯ 2002: Revenue and expenditures by Division--plu~ some overhead allocations

to get income by division
¯ 2003: Projected Revenue and Expenditures by Division--plus some overhead

allocations to get income by division
¯ 2003 Projected: Revenue by Portfolio, within each division versus salary costs

for portfolio
¯ 2003: Projected salary costs by individual by portfolio by division--detail

schedule
¯ 2003: Projected salary costs by portfolio by division--Summary schedule
¯ 2003: UNOPS Pro Forma Costs for salary and Staff Costs, by city, by level
¯ 2003: Projected Admin expenditures, by account grouping, by division
¯ 2003: Actual Salary costs by level, by division as at May 31, 2003
¯ 2000/2001 Financial Statements
¯ 2003 Business Plan
¯ UNOPS Financial Regulations and UNDP Financial rules
¯ Chrysler Lease--Summary excerpt
¯ Schedule of Projected Sub-lease rental from Chrysler Building 2003/2004
¯ PAC--List of meeting dates 01, 02 and 03
¯ PAC Meeting minutes--four examples selected from 03 and 02
¯ Operational Review Group (ORG)--List of meeting dates 01, 02, and 
¯ ORG meeting Minutes--four or five examples selected from 03 and 02
¯ PAC--Schedule depicting breakdown between Category 1 and 2 projects, by

division for 2002
¯ Project Cost estimate--example worksheets from portfolio managers (own

design)
¯ UNOPS Implementation Analysis Note--two examples
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Procurement

¯ Terms of reference of the UNOPS Local Procurement committee in Geneva.
¯ UNOPS: Broader Engagement with United Nations System Organizations,

Geneva: 1998
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Appendix B: Questionnaires
Interview Guide for UNOPS Market Review

The United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS) was created in 1994
as a separate and self-financing entity of the UN system offering a broad range
of services to the various organizations of the UN system. In January of 2002,
the Secretary-General re-affirmed the role of UNOPS, in a note to the
Executive Board of UNOPS, specifying, inter alia, that "if UNOPS is to
continue to meet its key objective of being self-financing, it is essential that it
receive sufficient business from organizations in the United Nations system."

At its annual session 2002, the Executive Board of UNOPS determined that an
independent operational review of the business model of IINOPS should he
undertaken. The review would include the cost effectiveness of the business
model, the potential market for expansion of business opportunities for UNOPS
within the United Nations system, and the establishment of a framework for a
sustainable UNOPS.

Against the above background, we would like to obtain your views on
trends in program delivery for your organization and trends in delivery
modalities; your use of UNOPS and other delivery organizations in the
past; and your views on the need for UNOPS services in the future versus
other delivery modalities.

Trends

1. Please
budget

a.

describe the program you manage and the current and future projected
(program and admin)?
What are the long-term trends in your program delivery?

.
Please

a.

b.

describe your project implementation/delivery processes?
Centralized vs decentralized?
Basis for deciding on a delivery modality and the selection of an
executing/implementation organization?

3. What do you see as the projected trends in delivery modalities? E.G., National
execution, Direct Execution, Private Sector, UNOPS.

.
Can you provide an estimate of volume of business you will be doing over the
next four years, and how much will be allocated to UNOPS?

a. What would be the reasons for any projected increase or decrease in
UNOPS projected volume?
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+
How has your or~zation ttsed UNOPS services in the past? If so which ones:

a. Project Management/Execution]Implementation
b+ Loan administration and supervision
c. Advisory Semces
d, Other

.
Please describe the nature of the work that they have been doing for you?

a~ Are they involved in the project development process?
b+ Do you expect them to have tecbmical expertise in your program area?

7. Please describe ̄ what your expectations of HOPS have been in terms of the
categoric, be.low?

a. Have your expectations been met? If not why not?

8. Please describe the appropriateness of UNOPS administrative costs and your
satisfaction with them?

+
For the services that your organization has used, pl~ describe your level of
satisfaction in terms of quality, timeliness, cost, overall delivery satisfaction?

(Please rate services in terms ofhigh, medium, or low)

Cau~aefing of ~rvice~

Cantr~etin~ ~f Pers~nnei

Proc~Itemeni of Go~$[+++an mdmim+s+ ra ti o ~gs t+pe++++~++s|+9++n ++++++_.,+

Advt++ry ~r~eem
Ot||e~

10.Please explain what you believe to be the advantages and disadvantages of using
LrNOPS?

11.What are the barriers]motivators to using UNOPS on the part of your
organization?

12+What is the process for negotiating UNOPS services arrangements? Has it been
saris factor?

I3+ Please describe the nature of~e contractual arrangements?

I4. Do you have any other comments or suggestions?
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Interview Guide for UNOPS Project Staff

The United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS) was created in 1994
as a separate and self-financing entity of the UN system offering a broad range
of services to the various organizations of the UN system. In January of 2002,
the Secretary-General re-affirmed the role of UNOPS, in a note to the
Executive Board of UNOPS, specifying, inter alia, that "if UNOPS is to
continue to meet its key objective of being self-financing, it is essential that it
receive sufficient business from organizations in the United Nations system."

At its annual session 2002, the Executive Board of UNOPS determined that an
independent operational review of the business model of UNOPS should be
undertaken. The review would include the cost effectiveness of the business
model, the potential market for expansion of business opportunities for UNOPS
within file Ulfited Nations system, aald file e~tablislunent of a framework for a
sustainable UNOPS.

I
Against the above background, we would like to obtain your views on your
affiliation with UNOPS and other delivery organizations in the past and
your views on the need for UNOPS services in the future versus other
delivery modalities.

1. How long have you been associated with UNOPS?

2. How did you become affiliated with UNOPS?

3. Which Portfolio Managers have you worked with?

a. Do they provide with adequate support?

4. Please describe the nature of the work that you have been doing for UNOPS?

5. Please describe the current UNOPS project you are working on (budget) and your
role?

6. What other projects have you worked on? (Number, clients, where, size, etc)

7. Axe you generally satisfied with your relationship with UNOPS? Why or why
not?

b. To whom do you relate if you have difficulties or issues?

8. What support have you received from UNOPS in your work? IS it adequate?

9. What is your perception of the UNOPS market and competitiveness?
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10. What is your perception of UNOPS systems for:

c. Procurement
d. Financial Management?
e. Contracting?
f. Human Resource Management

11.What improvements/recommendations would you suggest for UNOPS?

12.Can you identify other areas of business for UNOPS?

13.Do you have any other comments or suggestions?
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Questionnaires for UNOPS Offices - Field Visits

lo Please describe the organization of your office:
a. Divisions
b. Staff
c. Interface with other offices (Copenhagen, NY)

1
Please describe the training that staffhas had. (Project management, finance,
procurement, etc)

a. Is there a professional development program?

.
Please describe the nature of the work that you do in this office/division?

a. External project management
b. Loan supervision
c. Administration.

4. Who are the key clients and what have been the delivery volumes for each?

5. How much business development do you do?

a. Who does it?
b. What level of effort does it take?

6. Can you provide an overview of how the work is currently allocated to Portfolio
Managers and clusters?

a. What would you consider the volume that a portfolio manager can handle?
b. What are the advantages and disadvantages of locations such as NY,

Geneva vs. field office..

7. What are the internal processes that you use for internal office communications?

.
Please comment on the adequacy of your documented procedures for internal
management and project management?

a. For external project management?
b. What are the positives and negatives of this approach?

9. Please describe your structure and procedures for contracting personnel.
a. What are the problems and issues?

10. Please
a.
b.
C.

describe your processes for procurement?
Dollars and types of procurement?
What are the intemal procedures and delegated authorities?
Are there standard procedures?
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11.Please describe how you track your internal time and internal project related
costs.

12. How is external project financial reporting done?
a. What are the issues related to financial reporting with respect to IMIS?
b. Do you have any sense what impact the ERP (People Soft system) will

have?

13. In general, how can the office/division be made more efficient?

14. What are the key challenges and opportunities that you face at present?
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Appendix C: List of Interviewees

UNOPS Staff
Gerald Walzer, Executive Director - NY
Anders Thomsen - NY
Anita Abhyankar DHRM- NY
Anna Chang, FBA - NY
Anne Matthews, ITS- NY
Antonio Ponce-Gonzalez, LAC- NY
Barbara Lemoine WAASE - NY
Bhikshuni Weisbrot, DHRM - NY
Bisrat Aldiilu, Directorate - NY
Catalina Morales WAASE - NY
Charles Downs, SPD -NY
Daniela Constantino, WAASE - NY
Diksha Arturi WAASE - NY
Fatou Diarra, DHRM/TTS - NY
Franco Becchi - WAASE-NY
Gilman Rebello WAASE - NY
Gloria Wightman, DHRM/TTS- NY
Jaap Van Hierden (SPD) - 
Jim Notaro, FBA- NY
Jill Nicholls, ENVP - NY
Katherin-Topar Michon, ENVP- NY
Laura Kinloch, WAASE - NY
Liliana Izquierdo, ENVP - NY
Melissa Esteva - RESS-NY
Michael Dudley, LPSD - NY
Michael Gruber, DIR- NY
Michele Jack, WAASE- NY
Michael Mersereau, SPD - NY
Mieko Tarui- DHRM-NY
Mohamed Yar - FBA-NY
Peter Van Laere, DHRM - NY
Peter Frobel, DHRM - NY
Philippe Elghouayel, DIR - NY
PV Ramesh- WAASE-NY
Richard Nassereddin, FASS - NY
Rodolfo Laurito, WAD, NY
Roll Sprauten WAASE - NY
Samina Kadwani, DIR - NY
Siamak Moghaddam WAASE - NY
Sein Mynt, ITS - NY

Africa I staff members (NY office)

Alimata Kone AFRII - Abidjan
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Doudou Mbye AFRII - Abidjan
Djibrilla Modi AFRII - Abidjan
Mariam Djbo AFRII - Abidjan
Marima Cissoko AFRII - Abidjan
Marie-Francoise Winninga AFRII - Abidjan
Marc Empain AFRII - Abidjan
Pierre Jullien AFRII - Abidjan

Christian Stadager, PRP- Copenhagen
Janis Majors, PRP - Copenhagen
Lars Klovfer, PRP- Copenhagen
Max Seger, PRP- Copenhagen
Siri Bjomstad, PRP - Copenhagen
Gunhild Diness PRP- Copenhagen
Karen Rasmussen PRP - Copenhagen
Metre Hoffman PRP- Copenhagen
Christina Henriksen PRP- Copenhagen
Eric Dupont PRP - Copenhagen
Fabienne Lebreton PRP - Copenhagen
Martin Adolfsson PRP - Copenhagen

Abdirazak Awale, UNOPS IFAD Outpost - Nairobi
Beniot Thierry, UNOPS IFAD Outpost - Nairobi
Chakib Belhassan, NIF Unit, RESS - Nairobi
Catherine Nduato, UNOPS IFAD Outpost - Nairobi
Rose Michiri, UNOPS IFAD Outpost - Nairobi
Evelyue Balde, UNOPS/FAD Outpost- Nairobi
Gataue Kariuki, UNOPS/FAD Outpost- Nairobi
John Kuria, UNOPS/FAD Outpost- Nairobi
Kui Wagacha, UNOPS IFAD Outpost- Nairobi
Martin Maina, UNOPS/FAD Outpost- Nairobi
Paul Obonyo, UNOPS KESS- Nairobi
Robson Mutandi, UNOPS IFAD Outpost -Nairobi
Rose Heraniah, RESS - Nairobi

Candice McDeighan, AO- Kuala Lumpur
Chan Suk Ching, AO- Kuala Lumpur
Chiu Hooi Yen, AO- Kuala Lumpur
Haft Dasan, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Hazman Abu Wassim, AO- Kuala Lumpur
EE Geak Chou, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Elaine Ho, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Jamilah Adon, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Kiran Sharma, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Khoo Keng Hoe, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Mohamad Nazam Saton, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Mei Leng Lai, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Murhiz Im Mohd.Nor, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Nanda Ranai, AO - Kuala Lumpur
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Naresh Rajah, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Narsing Rao Singayapally, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Rashid Rahem, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Sabrina S. Abdullah, AO- Kuala I,umpur
Sanjay Mathur, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Sangeeta Sidhu, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Selyna Lim, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Serene Ong, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Shankar A.K., AO- Kuala Lumpur
Siew Wai San, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Sunil Bhargava, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Subrahmanyam Ponthagunta, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Susan Howes, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Sylvie Tan Sue Lyn, AO - Kuala Lumpur
Yap Kim Hoa, AO - Kuala Lumpur

Bertha Ormeno, WASSE- Geneva
Cecile Collas, ENVP - Geneva
Christophe Bouvier RESS - Geneva
Francisco Martmez, RESS - Geneva
Jacqueline Schroeder, RESS - Geneva
Mahir Aliyer, ENVP - Geneva

Director and Staff of Rome Office - Rome

Christophe de Clerque - UNOPS CTA, Lebanon
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UNOPS Clients

Louise Frechette, Deputy Secretary-General

Shoji Nishimoto, Assistant Administrator and Director, BDP, UNDP - NY
Ameerah Haq, Deputy Director, Bureau for Crisis Prevention and Recovery UNDP - NY
Vanessa Tobin, Chief, Water/Environment Sanitation Section, UNICEF - NY
Ellen Yaffe, Comptoller, Division for Financial and Administrative Management. UNICEF - NY
Charles MacNeil, Environment Programme Team Manager and Biodivesity Conservation and
Poverty Reduction Advisor, UNDP- NY
Sasha Zouev, Prinicpal Advisor for UNICEF/UNOPS Cooperation- NY
Andrew Hudson, Principal Technical Advisor Global Environment Facility UNDP- NY
Gilbert Houngbo, Director, Office of Finance and Administration UNDP- NY
Frank Pinto, Executive Coordinator and Deputy Leader, Environmental Sustainable Development
Group, UNDP - NY
Ravi Rajan, Diretor, Operations Support Group UNDP - NY
Brendan O’Brien, Team Leader, UNFPA Transition Project - NY
Carmen Tavera, Deputy Global Programme Manager GEF Small Grants Programme, UNDP -
NY
David Lockwood, Deputy Director, Asia and Pacific UNDP - NY
Bo Jensen, Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs -NY
Alan Court, Director, UNICEF Supply Division - NY
Christer Elfverson, Director, Programme Analysis Monitoring and Support, OIP - NY
Ingvar Andersson, Senior Advisor, BDP/ESDG, UNDP - NY
Jean-Pierre Halbwachs, Assistant Secretary-General, Programme Planning, Budget, and
Accounts, UN - NY
Martin Barber, Director, Mine Action Service, UN - NY
Nils Kastberg, Director, Office of Emergency Programmes, UNICEF - NY
Patrice Boothe, Programme Support Services, Capacity Development Group, UNDP - NY
Stephan Johnson, Humanitarian Emergency Branch, UN - NY

Yoshiko Saito, Fund Portfolio Director, East Asia, SEA and Oceania, Global Fund to Fight AIDS
- Geneva
Kamel Morjane, Assistant High Commissioncr for Rcfugecs UNIICR - Geneva
Linda Wong, Chief, Administrative and Systems Support Section OHCHR - Geneva
Mathias Stieffel, Executive Director WSP - Geneva
Marcel Boisard, Executive Director, UNITAR - Geneva (w/Christophe Nuttal substituting in his
absence while traveling)
Hans Hoffmeijer, Director Multinational Enterprises Programme, ILO - Geneva
Fritz Schlingemann, Director Europe Office Geneva, UNEP - Geneva
Kathleen Cravero, UNAIDS - Geneva
Urban Weber, Director Desk Office for the Balkans, Global Fund - Geneva
Henrik Slotte, Chief, PEAU/UNEP - Geneva
Gouri Gosh, WSSCC - Geneva
Eugenia Date Director In-focus Programme on Crisis Response and Reconstruction-Post Conflict,
ILO - Geneva
Marie Rosencrantz, Fund Portfolio Advisor, Global Fund - Geneva
Julith Karl, UNDP - Geneva
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Pedro Basabe, OIC, ISDR - Geneva
Bertrand Ramcharan, Deputy High Commissioner, OHCHR - Geneva
Sjogren Per, WSP - Geneva
Mengesha Kebede, Chief, Program Coordination Section, UNHCR - Geneva
Francesco Pisano, External Affairs, ISDR - Geneva
Christophe Nuttal, UN1TAR - Geneva
Ross Mountain, OCHA - Geneva
Alfred Lazare, ILO - Geneva
Micheal Evteev, UNEP - Geneva
Jean Perlin, UNAIDS - Geneva
Angela Smith - Geneva
Eddie Haarman - Geneva
Youri Ghosh, WSSCC - Geneva

Klemens Van de Sand, Assistant President, Program Management Department,/FAD - Rome
Phrang Roy, Assistant President, External Affairs Department, IFAD - Rome
Mohammed Beauvogui, Director, Af-nca I (Western and Central Aft’lea) Division, IFAD - Rome
Mona Bishav, Senior Evaluator Office of Evaluation and Studies,/FAD - Rome
Mattia Prayer Galetti (Asia), IFAD - Rome
Pablo Glikman (Latin America and the Carribbean),/FAD - Rome
Francisco David de Silva (Africa I: Western and Central Africa),/FAD - Rome
H. Pederson (Africa II: Eastern and Southern Africa),/FAD - Rome
Hermi Trupke, Senior Portfolio Management Advisor,/FAD - Rome
Abdalla Rahman, Country Portfolio Manager (Near East and North Africa Div.),/FAD - Rome
Shyam Khadka, Country Portfolio Manager (Asia Div.),/FAD - Rome
Gary Howe, Director (Africa II - Eastern and Southern Africa Div),/FAD, Rome
Jens Sorenson, Country Portfolio Manager (Africa II-Eastem and Southern Africa Div),/FAD 
Rome
Marian Bradley, Country Portfolio Manager (Africa II - Eastern and Southern Africa Div),/FAD
- Rome

Siva Thampi, Principal Officer, Office of the Executive Secretary, ESCAP -Bangkok
Buddy Hla, Chief, RAPX Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific, FAO- Bangkok
Ed Torten, Forestry Specialist, FAO - Bangkok
Dr. Amarcndra Narayan, Secretary General, Asia-Pacific Tclccommtmity - Bmlgkok
Carlos Haddad, Deputy Resident Representative - Operations, UNDP - Bangkok
Suntaree Suwannasing Asst. Res. Rep. - Operations, UNDP - Bangkok
Mehr Kahn, Regional Director, East Asia and Pacific Regional Office, UNICEF - Bangkok
Patrick Hennessey, Regional HR Officer, UNICEF - Bangkok

Ahmed Djoglaf, Director, GEF Coordination Division, UNEP - Nairobi
Vladimir Mamaev, Senior Program Officer, International Waters, Division of GEF Coordination,
UNEP - Nairobi
Theodor Kapigia, Senior Program Management Officer, Division of GEF Coordination, UNEP -
Nairobi
Arun Sala-ngarm, Deputy Representative, UNHCR - Nairobi
Surasak Satawiriya, Assistant Representative (Administration), UNHCR - Nairobi
Hung Mai, Human Resource Officer, UNHCR - Nairobi
Dr. Isaac Chivore, Deputy Resident Representative, UNDP Kenya - Nairobi
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Seraphin Njagi, National Economist, UNDP Kenya - Nairobi
Susan Kavanagh, Deputy Resident Representative (Operations) UNDP Somalia - Nairobi
Dirk Boberg, Deputy Resident Representative (Programs) UNDP Somalia - Nairobi
Dr. Nick Alipui, Representative UNICEF Kenya Country Office, UNICEF - Nairobi
Winston Tubman, Representative of the Secretary-General of the UN for Somalia,
Head UN Political Office for Somalia (LrNPOS) - Nairobi
Babafemi Bedejo, Senior Political Advisor, LrNPOS - Nairobi
Eric Verschuur, Programme Management Officer, UN-Habitat - Nairobi

Kerstin Leitner, Resident Representative UNDP - China
Finn Reske Nielsen, Resident Representative UNDP - Lao PDR
Rajiv Kaput, UNHCR Country Manager- Myanmar
Tim Clairs, Regional Coordinator- Biodiversity & International Waters, UNDP- GEF
Regional Service Unit, Asia and the Pacific - Kuala Lumpur
Vishwa Khanna, Deputy Resident Representative UNDP - Operations - Myanmar
Mr. Larry Maramis, Deputy Resident Representative UNDP - Bangladesh
Yves de San - Resident Representative UNDP Lebanon - Beirut
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Appendix D: Survey Instruments

Survey of Portfolio Managers and Assistants

This survey is intended to provide the Independent Review Team with an understanding of how
portfolio managers and assistants spend their time. It is meant to review project related workload
levels, versus time spent developing new business contracts and agreements and versus internal
administration requirements.
Your cooperation in completing this to the best of your ability and sending it back to Goss Gilroy In¢
would be greatly appreciated. All information will be held in strict confidence.

Your Division:
Portfolio Manager: [] Portfolio Assistant: []

TIME ALLOCATION:
Please estimate the percentage of time spent on each type of activity listed below. Note
that vacation and sick leave, etc. should be excluded from the estimates.

Type of Activity Annual Percentage

Administration/Execution
Meetings
Mission/Travel

Project Related Activities

Non-Project Specific Activities

Business Development
Training & Development
UNOPS Internal Activities
Other (Specify).

Total Percent: 100%

Comments:
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Survey of Division Chiefs

This survey is intended to provide the Independent Review Team with a profile of the
clients being served by UNOPS. This information will be useful in support of the team’s
market analysis work.

Your co-operation in completing the table below as soon as possible, and sending it back
to Goss Gilroy Inc. would be greatly appreciated.

Division:
Client Total project delivery (if Anticipated project delivery (if Comments re: long

applicable) and income from applicable) and income from term potential of
client in 2002 client in 2003 (approximate client for UNOPS

(approximate $ only) only)
Project Delivery: Project Delivery:

$ $
Income: $ Income: $

Project Delivery: Project Delivery:
$ $
Income: $ Income: $
Project Delivery: Project Delivery:
$ $
Income: $ Income: $
Project Delivery: Project Delivery:
$ $
Income: $ Income: $
Project Delivery: Project Delivery:
$ $
Income: $ Income: $
Project Delivery: Project Delivery:
$ $
Income: $ Income: $
Project Delivery: Project Delivery:
$ $
Income: $ Income: $

TOTAL Project Delivery: Project Delivery:
$ $
Income: $ Income: $
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Appendix E: Summary Overview of

Recent Reviews of UNOPS

Evaluation Review, December 1999
The evaluation of the relationship between UNDP and UNOPS described in the
report was carried out over an eight month period ending in December 1999.

Among the main findings of the review was that UNOPS was dependent on
UNDP for most of its business and for UNDP country office support. The review

also found considerable mistrust and misunderstanding between the two agencies.
Furthermore, in some cases, overlap and duplication existed where both
organizations were acting as executing agencies, UNDP acting in direct execution

mode.

At the operations level, the review found significant weaknesses in both UNOPS
and UNDP. In particular, the report notes very poor financial reporting.

Budgetary cuts at UNDP had reduced the capacity of the agency for programme
delivery and country office staff. These reductions had resulted in an effort by

UNDP to choose execution modalities that ensured more extra-budgetary
resources. With respect to fees reimbursed by UNOPS for UNDP delivered
services and in country support, the review found a lack of transparency.

UNOPS performance, the review notes, was decidedly uneven in
project/programme management and in other support services. The reviewers
further observe that the manner in which UNOPS established the fees charged for

services appears somewhat arbitrary and that clients saw no relationship between
services provided and fees charged.

Among the recommendation made in the report and categorized as requiring
urgent action, some of the more significant were that:

¯ the roles and responsibilities of the agencies be clarified and promulgated;

¯ the governance structure be reviewed;

¯ the "self-financing" capacity of UNOPS be reassessed;

¯ the financial reporting shortcomings of both agencies be remedied; and

¯ the fee setting mechanisms be clarified and rendered transparent.
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2. Operating Division Chiefs Retreat- June 2000
In summer 2000, the Operating Division Chiefs of UNOPS organized a retreat to

discuss and resolve issues related to "a growing sentiment that recent

. strengthening of non-operations support areas has led to higher internal
overheads."

The retreat focused on what were considered critical areas:

¯ management issues; and

¯ decision making processes.

Concerns expressed included:
¯ Inefficient, arbitrary recruiting system;

¯ Lack of timely financial reporting leading to client dissatisfaction;

¯ Internal competition and contracting at arbitrary prices; and
¯ Need for standard procedures and policies.

A number of recommendations were made including:

¯ replacing the "unreliable" IMIS system with one that better met UNOPS
operational and functional requirements;

¯ clarifying and documenting the roles of the operating and support divisions;
and

¯ costing overheads to identify potential savings.

The report of the retreat is significant in that it points out that the Operating
Division Chiefs felt that they were isolated from the decision making process at

UNOPS. Furthermore, the ODC’s felt that they did not have control of their
income projections, budgets, and resources. The Operating Division Chiefs,
while recognizing that the Staff Management Forum implied that senior
management were unfair and underhanded, were very concerned that flexibility

and reassignment of staffwas needed to ensure the welfare of some underutilized
staff members.

e OIOS Management Review, September 2001
The Secretary-General requested that the Office of Internal Oversight Services
(OIOS) conduct an independent study of the role and mandate of UNOPS 
identify means by which UNOPS could be more effective in support of UN
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programmes. 0IOS also reviewed the governance structure of UNOPS and its
relationship with UNDP.

The review, completed in September 2001, identified a number of concerns
including;

¯ perception that UNOPS was exceeding its mandated function;

¯ the Management Coordinating Committee had not adequately exercised its

governance mandate;

¯ there was confusion among clients over the overlapping roles and
responsibilities of UNDP and UNOPS;

¯ the working relationship between UNDP and UNOPS was seriously
compromised; and

¯ fee setting and levels was non-transparent and inconsistent.

The review found that the original 1994 decisions of the General Assembly were

sound in that UNOPS was needed and should be separate from UNDP and self-
financing.

However, the report also noted that "improvements were required". Among the

problems and issues that required improvement were:
¯ slow payment and weak financial reporting;
¯ UNOPS should provide "value added" services;

¯ UNOPS should implement major changes and improvements in:
management,
organization structure,

- business development processes, and
communications with and approach to UNDP;

¯ UNOPS should address issues related to:
fee structure,
internal controls,
service delivery,

internal competition, and
field operations.

This review of UNOPS operations was particularly noteworthy in that the OIOS

undertook a wide ranging survey of UNOPS clients and client satisfaction.
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The review was also noteworthy for the written responses to the report of the
review provided by UNOPS and by UNDP. The UNOPS response appeared to
distort many of the findings and recommendations of the review. The UNDP

response deemed the report flawed and offering little of value. The report has not
been promulgated and remains confidential.

4. SMF- Staff Consultations Report, December 2002
This report provides an internal staff level overview of the situation of UNOPS.
It also includes staff suggestions for immediate and longer term issues that require
action. The perception, stated in the report, was that management was providing
no clear direction regarding the future. The report voiced strong concern about the
growing chasm between the staff and the management.

According to the report, the issues and dimensions of the problem facing UNOPS

were;

¯ Rapid expansion of the organization in non-operational areas;

¯ Static or declining value of delivery and services;
¯ Significant increase in administrative expenditure without reference to

income;
¯ Overoptimistic projections of business development results;
¯ Inappropriate orgamzational structure in the light of changing execution

modality;
¯ Dependency on a narrow client base;
¯ Absence of human resources development strategy and declining skills and

competencies; and
¯ Lack of performance measurement and management capacity.

The report suggested that this ’independent review’ of UNOPS address these
issues.

The SMF report recommended that, in the short term, major efforts be made in

improving accountability and transparency in information sharing, operational
and strategic planning and budgeting.

In the longer term, the report requested a commitment from the UN Secretary-
General and the Executive Board that UNOPS remain an independent self-

financing entity within the UN system yet questioned the viability of business
model in light of declining ODA, changing execution modality, increased trends
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toward high intensity, low income projects, increased administrative costs and
changing requirements of clients.

The report recommends that the independent review examine the organizational
structure of UNOPS in light of portfolio dynamics, business trends, and staff
competencies, the decentralization of operations and unhealthy competition

between geographical and thematic divisions. It also recommends a

comprehensive review and streamlining of existing business procedures, fee
structure, overhead expenditure levels, business acquisition strategy, client
relations, in particular with UNDP, and human resources management and

strategy including performance appraisal and recruitment.
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